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1

of bis union bad responded
"
to the strike order.
"All the men are out," he added.

pression prevails that the hos'llltles
It is bewill be of brief duration
lieved that Turkey, finding herself
unable to dispatch troops to Tripoli
will accept the medium of German

members

STRIKERS RESORT

JWHO

ILL.,
DECLINES

CARPENTER

TO WALK
OUT, IS STONED

RESCUED BY THE POLICE
A DEAD

LINE HAS

BEEN

ESTAB- -

!

LISHED

IN CHICAGO,

GERMANY OFFERS

injunction I Invoked
Jackson, Mlsa., Oct. 2. A tempor
ary injunction, sweeping in its provt
sionai and applying to the entire ' sfate
of Mississippi, was Issued here today
by Federal Judge Nik against all the
unions on strike on the Illinois Cen
IS BELIEVED TURKEY, UNABLE
tral railroad system.
TO GET TROOPS TO TRIPOLI,
WILL ACCEPT AID.
Return to Work at Laramie
Laramie, Wyo., Oct. 2. Of the fifty
employes of the Union Paclfio who
TO , BE SHORT
went on a striRe here Saturday, two HOSTILITIES
carmen and one 'other returned to
work this morning.
ne hundred and INDICATIONS ARE THAT THE RE
fifty men are at worRv in the several
WILL BE MORE NOISE THAN
V. V.
departments. .
BLOODSHED.
The -- shops this morning began
nine hours a day) and eii
working
day, a week. ........
REPORTS ARE CONFLICTING

FOR TURKS

DEEDS
BURNSIDE,

v

TO MEDIATE

VIOLENT

ITO

AND

IS

T

Carefully guarded
PRIEST RECOMMENDS PEACE
CHURCH

Tf) MCI D

FLOOD'S VICTIMS

thc ucaw

-

1

San Francisco, . Cal. Oct
Hu
mape treatment of children and ani
mals 'Will be discussed by men and
women of the American Humana asv
soclatfon, - which meets at th Si
Francis hotel lor threa dnrs nU
week, beginning tomorrow. Auioj,;
the delegates are .some of the oost
cause f
prominent workers in
child and a nominal protection in the
ESTIMATED Tr?AT NUMBER WILL world.
One of the most notable WENT TO TAKE CHARGE OF THB
features prepared for the entertain'
COVER ALL FATALITIES OF
RANCH OF DEAD MAM AND
ment of the visitors will be an elab
DISASTER.
AUSTIN, PA.,
ATE HIS PROVISIONS.
. ,
orate banquet to be given In their
honor by the Chinese merchants of
'
CARLOADS OF COFFINS the city. , .'
STRYCHNINE THOUGHT CAUSE-

SIX MEN KILLED

,

WILL NUMBER

BY

POISONED

NORTH DAKOtA itATES.
in
St. Paul, Minn., Oct
Chancery R, D, HoskiHsoday began
the hearing in the revived North Da
kota coal rate cases. The cases in
volve lignite coal rates in North Da
kota. In the previous litigation the
United States supreme court decided
adversely to the railroads, but at
the same time ruled that the cases
might be reopened if the rates should
be found confiscatory, The present
INSANITY, PLEA FOR LEE:
hearing results from an application
DEAD MEN WERE LEADING RESU
of the Soo road, which asked for a PREPARATIONS BEING MADE FOR
Boonville, Ind., Oct.
- ONE FUNERAL FOR
case.
of
ot
the
Lee,
the
murderer
confessed
his
DENTS OF 8ANDERSON, ONE
reopening
THE,
' BEING A PREACHER.
parents and brother,' was 'brought
VICTIM8.- here" from the state reformatory at
--'
v
i
.t
..
Jeffersonville and arraigned' for trial
DEMOCRATS GATHER
PROPERTY LOSS $8,0Q0,0Q(j today in the Warrick circuit ourt ONE MEMBER WAS LUCKY;
It is anticipated that counsel for the
FOR CONVENTION
VALLEY BELOW THE SCENE OP defense will make an insanity : plea
COMPANION i OF
THE ; SIX
;
in yal effort to save him from the
BURSTED DAM IS A WASTE.
"
VICTIMS
REFUSED TO EAT
death sentence. 'The triple murder
AR
VANGUARD OF DELEGATES
;
OF DESOLATION.
AND
IS
STILL LIVi.N0
occurred at, the Lee homestead near
RIVES. IN SANTA FE TODAY;
here early last August. According
Austin, Pa,- - Oct. 2. With the ar to the alleged confession of the young
COMMITTEE IN SESSION.
Sanderson, Texu Oct 2. Six prom
rival of a carload of coffins this morn man he committed the crimes to ob- inent Mexicans
of thia nlaci wrA .
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 2. Thu t'em ing ine grimness of 'he tragedy tain money with which to marry and poisoned yesterday on the old Camp,
bell ranch, 25 miles northwest ot
ocratlc hosts gathered in. Santa Fe which was practically obliterated, set up a home. r ..this town was impressed on the surhere. . They had gone out to take
today for the first state convention,
which convenes here tomorrow. Con- vivors and a considerable number of
charge of the outfit of Juan Moreno,- who was found dead in his camp in
gressman Sulzer, of New York, was workers, who today began anew their SANTA FE BOV IS
efforts to mine deeply into the hard
!
that section.
among the arrivals , and will address
a mass meeting tonight. The demo- hills of debris. Twenty victims, inIt is presumed he was poisoned I
'
i HELD FOR MURDER
with strychnine placed in his flour, .
committee of the new cluding two at Costello, had been
cratic cent
but on account, of the condition of
state is in session this afternoon at placed in a temporary morgue at
his body when found, it was not de-- ,
the capital. The progressive republi- Odd Fellows hall, one of the few SLAYER
OF
GIRL
can league today issued a call for a buildings standing in the ruined distermlned what had killed him,
,
MUST STAND TRIAL; CLAIMS;
The dead men were all
convention at Santa Fe on Wednes- trict The Identified dead are 12.
prominent
Plana for the funeral were being
DEATH ACCIDENTAL .
citizens of this place, eeverai being
j
day of this week and may seek o
'
,"
Masons and on a Baptist preacher.
fuse with the democrats on a state made today."-If the death. Mst aggregates any
ticket, to be headed by a republi
Santa Fe, N.: M., Oct. .2.Sixteen- - Four died last night and two thia .
thing like the enormous number some year-ol- d
can, former Governor Herbert J.-Ellas Herrera was ,i today morning. , They were Tedodoro Morehave
estimated, , the health officials held without bail to
;
the
of
sentiment
but the
the grand Jury no, Pedro Madeno, Mate Huelea, Pan- democrats at; present is- for a ealize that conditions demanding for shooting
Amalia Cas cho Morena, 'riorien Guerra and Ig-prompt attention will arise within, a tillo
nacio Bravo. Another man who acstraight democratic ticket..;
,
the"
heart.
through
Jealousy js
Santa Fe is gaily decorated and few days in the. ruins. The most care supposed
be the tribtlve. Herrera, companied the party,. Manuel Busto- illuminated for the two conventions. ful and well informed investigators, who had been
yxn a
calling on the girl, told menu), refused to cat nv
however, are unprepared to learn
prepared at the dead man's house
to
"
show
some
mar
her
-thflt more thaii 09 hava oerished.
and he Is the only one surviving.
There is, indeed, a possibility that bles and, instead, showed her revol
MADERO IS
150 will be the total. There is little ver cartridges and then loading the
HOSPITAL RECEIVES MONEY.
hope that any of the bodies remain- revolver fired. The boy claims the
The board of directors of the Las
HEXIC0TPRE8IDENT ing in the wreckage will be found in- killing was accidental.
Vegas Hospital has received the sum
tact. The policing conditions today
of $80,150 from M. W. Brown, trustee
are practically perfect
of Matt and Standish who started
HERO OF RECENT REBELLION IS
The aspect of Austin, Costello and DEATHS LAST QUARTER
a company several years ago for the
GIVEN HIGHEST REWARD IN
the valley beyond today is dreary
treatment of ore. The citizens of
as it is appalling. The towns are
PEOPLE'S GIFT
EXCEEDED THE BIRTHS Las Vegas at tho time of the organdesolation.
of
The valley
pictures
izing of the company subscribed to
Mexico City, Oct. 2. The returns side hills in which they lie are still
the project which turned out a faillittered
by the shattered homes of THIS CONDITION SHOWN IN RE ure. The
from yesterday's elections, coming in
building recently was sold
their, people and the remnants of
PORTS; DUE TO NEGLECT IN
the salvage bringing $80.50, and, at
slowly, indicate that General Madero
of business and
REPORTING BIRTHS
has received a practically unanimous prosperous Jplaces
the direction of the subscribers, Mr.
Few of manufacturing plants.
vote for the presidency.
Brown as trustee, has turned the..
No reliable estimate of the propto the report of Lorenzo money over to the hospital to be used
General Reyes' partisans voted be
According
loss can be made soon, but it is
cause of their leader's withdfawal, erty to
Delgado, clerk to the board of county, as the directors see fit -- The disafe
Bay it will not be less than
which . wasl read at rectors also have acknowledged the ,
and Madero was the only remaining
The paper and lumber commissioners,
$5,000,000.
the regular monthly meeting of that receipt of $10 from S. K. Sydes of
candidate who had been regularly industries are
utterly destroyed.
at the court house this morn- Tucumcari, who was among tha first
nominated.
Below the torn dam today the val- body
candidate
the
No vice presidential
number of births reported to subscribe to the hospital fund In
ing,
or more is swept pracley for
third huarter of the pres- their recent camnplgn for money, but
had
a
the
seemingly
sweeping majority. tically clean to bed rock and Free- during
ent year-waone less than The num- owing to the absence of the treas- - I
The belief is strengthened that no man's Run, the reservoir
feeder,
ber
of
deaths.
The deaths numbered urer from the city it did not become
candidate will be able to 'show ' a swollen
by last night's rains, is 21
while,
numbered an even known to the board 'until recently.
births
clean 'majority. This would throw sweeping the
new channels
through
'
"... .
.
...
,
the election into congress.
where the main business portion of score,
This
MEXICAN TOWN CAPTURED
condition
is
explained by the
the town once stood.
:
statement of two or three apparent
Tucson,
Ariz.,' Oot. ,2. Sasabe, Mex-- .
Costello, three miles away, la pri
HERO OE SPANISH WAR portionately as shattered as Austin, facts. Ch'ef among these is that a Ico, near the border, has been captur
large number of healthseekersm the ed by Magonlstas, according to a let
Only the loss of the flood's mome
of disease) come to San ter received .here today by. Colonel
turn
timely warnings gives laststages
DROPPED DEAD TODAY by and the who
risked their live! Mlgue county and die shortly after W. 'S. Sturges, a ranch owner. . Star-- ,
operators
to do so, held the death list to two. their arrival. The proportion- of the ges says cattle roundups have been
number of deaths of bona fide resi- scattered by the rebels, who are com-- -.
Rescued AHve.
Twenty-twREAR ADMIRAL WlNFIELD SCOTT
dent of the'eouhty to the total num- mltting other depredations. Mexican
Pa., Oct
Harrisburg,
SCHLEY, OF SANTIAG6 FAME,
Health Commissioner: Dixon tele- ber of mortalities in the county each federals from Agua Prieta were disto- -j
notber reason for patched against the insurrectos
SUCCUMBS IN NEW YORK
phoned from Austin today that 80 quarter is small,
- ; ;
bodies had been recovered and 23 the showing .made is the, fact that day...
persons rescued from the ruins. The while the greater number of deaths
food
and housing suuplies are ample. are ' reported there is considerable
J. R. RICE DEAD.
f New .York, Oct. 2. Rear Ad- R.
have
J.
State
ten
pera
Rice,
'police
arrested,
prominent
miral Wlnfield Scott Schley 4
negligence in reporting births. This
sons for
homes.
man of Moberly, Mo.; died lasl night
4 dropped dead today near the cor- - 4
is especially true1 of the country. disat St. Anthony's- - sanitarium.
Mr.
street and 4
4 ner of Forty-fourt- h
tricts where deaths and births often Rice came to Las
RECORD
Vegas a month ago
CROP.
COTTON
4
4 Fifth avenue while on his way
occur without the presence of a phy in the hope of
recovering his health.-H4 down town. The admiral died 4 Washington, Oct 2. The' Jcoftton
often
law
a
"the
leaves
siclan.
of
wife
and daughter, Mrs.
Ignorance
of
season
of
the
1911,
growing
4 before medical aid could .reach 4 crop
'.,
4 which early in "the' year gave indica- is the cause of failure to report the W. S. Bowen, who aro residing In
4 him.
St Louis, Mo. The body is" in the
4 : Admiral Schley .had been out 4 tions that it would be one of the required mortality statistics.
establishment
in
undertaking
the
of
the
of J. C.1
largest
history
4
industry,
his
on
over
town
and
of
4
Sunday
Mr. Delgado says the law requires
Johnsen .and Son who will Bend it to
bales
4 return had gone to the New 4 will be approximately 13,868,337
that he be notified of every birth and
4 York Yacht club in West Forty- - 4 of 500 pounds, or about - 200,000 death which occurs in the county. Mr. Rice's home in Missouri.
more'
of
bales
the
than
record year
4 fourth street. After a short stay 4
4 at the club Admiral Schley start- - 4 1904. This' was indicated by the final Persons who do not comply with the
CHURCH CONVENTION.-Boon- e,
4 condition report of the department law are subject to prosecution.
4 ed to walk along Forty-fourt- h
agriculture issued todap at noon
la,, Oct 2. A Joint annual"
4 street toward Fifth avenue when 4 of
Principally routine businesa was
4 which showed the crop to be 7E1 transacted by the comlmssioners this convention of the Unitarian and
4 he was taken suddenly ill.
per cent of a normal on September
churches of Iowa met here
4 During the war with Spain 25
morning. The commissioners were today with delegates
present from all
4 Rear Admiral Schley won undy- 4 The
ot agriculture's asked to investigate obstructions In over tho state. The
proceedings will
4 ing famp when he crushed Ad- - 4 October department
concotton reports show the
the roads in the Trementina and La continue over tomorrow and Wednes
4 miral Cervera's fleet when it at-- 4 dition of the growing
on SepGarita neighborhoods. The board.de day.
4 tempted to escape from the har-- 4 tember 25 to have been crop
71.1 per cent
4 bor of Santiago, Cuba, where it of a horarol.
cided to take no action on these mat4 had been bottled up by the 4
ters until the next regular meeting,
Yesterday
ever.iig three train
4 American fleet. Next to Admiral 4
loads of troopprs en route to the
occur
on
which
will
first
the
Monday
Geno-nim4 Dewey, Admiral Schley was con- 4 Paulita Ribera, aged 17, and
Philippines passei through Las VeGonzales, aged 21, were grant- in November. The board was sched gas. They are bt
4 sldered the greatest hero, of the 4
ing tent to relieve
4 ed a marriage license at the county uled to hold another session- this the soldiers
4 Spanish American war.
who are stationed thera
court house thts morning.
afternoon.
4
at the present time.
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MILLS RESUME OPERATIONS
Anderson, S. C, Oct 2. The River

ITALY'S RUTHLESS CENSORSHIP
side and - Toxaway cotton mills of
OF DETAILS IS KEEPING, THE
ADVICES
MEDIATION;
OFFIt
this city which are among the largest
WORLD IGNORANT..
CIALS SEE END OF STRIKE
in South Carolina, resumed opera
tions on full time today, after hav- i
The outstanding
feature of the
Chicago, Oct. 2. Violence broke ing been idle" since the first of Max Turko-Italia- n
war news today is the
1
r
,f '
'f
out today among the striking em
attempted mediation of Germany the
ployes of the Illinois Central railroad
success of which appears more prob
shops at Burnside, which resulted in HANUEL? HANZANABES
able in the light of the statement
a Hot call being sent to the Kensing
made at the German foreign office
ton police station. John Chomas,
FOR LEGISLATURE today that a report that the German
carpenter who declined to walk out
ambassador at Cjonaltantinpple had
with the other men, was assaulted by
presented proposals for peace was
four union pickets. He was struck CONVENTION IS HELD FOR THE "premature,"
indicating that such
on the head with a brick and imme
TWENTY-NINTREPRESEN- - ' proposals were expected.
diately was surrounded by a crowd of
Cable communications with Tripoli
TATIVE DISTRICT
nearly a hundred strikers.
remain cut off, but the city had not
Chomass was rescued by a patrol
At a convention of the Fourth Judi been bombarded Up to Saturday at
wagon full of police who arrived on cial district, which was held Satur- midnight, according to refugees ar
the scene when another attack on day afternoon In the Duncan opera riving in Malta this morning. Thl)
the man was being made. He escap house, Captain David J. Leahy was appears to confirm the report from
ed with, slight injuries. .The union nominated for
Judge and Charies W. Italy that the bombardment was de
; 1
;
pickets fled.
G. Ward- was nominated for the posi- layed pending peace proposals.
iTwo hundred strike breakers were tion
On the other hand,
a dispatch
to succeed
(ft district- attorney
smuggled into the big carshops at himself. These men are both well from Constantinople says Feti Pasha
Bnrnside under cover of darkness, ac qualified for the
former Turkish minister to Servla
positions for whlc!)
cording to Illinois Central officials. they will run. on November 17 and has been named commander of
They also declare that 100 "strikers doubtless will lend greater strength troops mobilizing to defend the coast
; '
,
of the Adriatic.
have returned to work since Satur- to the
republican ticket.
Coi
.
Is'.tuui
A
of
from
the
"v,
d!nj??.tch
"v.--,
day.
Manuel ' Manr.anares of. Fort Sum
tut Yea made that 800 nor, editor of the Fort Sumner Re fu, oft the Albanian coast, says two
Turkish torpedo boats were sunk
of the 3,000 shopmen employed at
view, was selected as the candidate and a third
captured off Gumenltz3
Burnside are at work today and that for
representative from the represenfleet. A
by the Italian patrolling
this number is being augmented hour- tative district which
the
comprises
statement from.Athe'JB
ly. This statement was made by counties of Guadalupe and San MiConSpecial Agent Welch of the railroad, guel. Eugenlo Romero was ohaiman says Greece has been .notified by
miliwho Is assisting the police In pro- of the convention and Louis C. Ilfeld stantinople that the Turkish
on the frontier aro
tecting the property of the company. secretary. Mr. Manzanares is a son tary movements
A score or more of pickets were on cf the late Francisco Manzanares. He not directed against Greece.
It is reported from Malta that a
duty early today. They worked in fnmerly resided here and hai many
cruiser received a wireless
British
dustriously, but with varying success, friends in Las Vegas. It was decided
saying that Tripoli hal
dispatch
The union labor leaders today de
the convention of senatorial dis- been occupied by the Italians.
by
clared that no strike breakers had trict No. 3, which
comprises the same
been sent to the shops and that none
counties, to make its choice' for senKeeping World In Dark.
The
of their men had returned.
ator at, a. meeting to be held uiori London,
Oct. 2. Strict Italian cendisformer
of
employes
gathering
the call of the chairman.
is
keeping the world in the
sorship
persed when the hour for beginning
District No. 2, composed - of the dark in
to the progress of
regard
men
declared
work had passed. The
"
counties of San Miguel and Mora,
that fewer than 300 men were at also held a short session. It was de- events in the Mediterranean. From
and the
work, many of these former employes cided to make the nomination for the Italy itself, Tropil, Turkey
seas where the Italian navy is operatold and infirm and nearlng the pen- senate at a
meeting to be held upon
reports continue to
sion mark, who had been given per- the call of the chairman. The same ing, conflicting
' come in.' :
at
remain
to
mission by the unions
defiofficers were chosen for this convenannounced
One cablegramwork.
'
tion as for the third district.
;
"
nitely that Tripoli had been bomAs a result of the attack on Chom-as,- Several other district conventions barded and occupied, another
said
a dead line was established at also were held
no attack on the city had been made.
Saturday.
the Belt Line tracks, which almost
In the second Judicial district Only one thing is certain an that
encircle the works at the distance of
of Bernalillo, Sandoval and is that the Italians had not attacked
composed
a city block. This, line was guarded Mf
Kinley, M- E- - Hickey of Albuquer-- : the: town up to midnight Saturoaj,
by", city policemen.
que, was nominated for district Judge for if they had done so, their guns
Charges that a squad of nearly 100 and A. A.
Sedillo, also of Albuquerque-- , wourd have been hear on the steam
on
guard within was nominated for district
city policemen weie
attorney.. er- Castlegarth, - which left Tripoli
the stockade, prepared. .. to remain
. In the fifth Judicial
district compos shortly before that hour and arrived
there, were made by the strikers. ed of the counties of Chaves, Eddy,' at Malta this morning.. .... , . ,
This was denied at police headquar-- ,
O. ' The reports as to the situation at
Curry,10.
and
Rooseyef
ters.' Rev. Father M. Woiflf at: fill J
Prevesa are equally conflicting.,
as
iikreh,
elf
vjaa epc
pt Rosy
Joachim's church, warned Jfoe stffk
Turkish officials . here confirm a
Vepiblican
'candidate
t$r
the
Judge,
and advised
era against violence
waa news dispatch saying the forts had
O. A. Kaune, of Portales,
and
them .to .seek mediation. , ... ,., ...
named for the office of district at- been destroyed and 1,600 troops land
ed, while Italy., gives an emphatic detorney.
nial
of the report, saying the Italiaa.
In the third ..district,
compriBing
No Delayed Service on Coast
had no intention of re
government
Aha!
LinOtero,
San Francisco, Oct 2. There were the counties of Dona
acts
to
against.. the territorial
sorting
Edward
and
coln
Torrance
about
the
visible
men
counties,
few
today
in Europe. It is
of
status
Turkey
shops of the' Southern Pacific com- A. Medler, of Las Cruces, was nomi believed that what actually happened
B.
H.
for
Hamilton
and
nated
Judge,
pany here, all the striking employes
was that the Turkish vessels In the
remaining away.. There was no de- of Carrizozo, for district attorney
were scattered and the forts
disIn the first district, in which is vicinity
lay in the train service, and no,
to prevent raids on tle
destroyed
included the counties of Santa Fe,
order.
coast
Italian
shipping Probably this
C.
Ab
were Rio Arriba and San Juan, E.
At Oakland strike breakers
for the population, as
was
sufficient
said to have entered the stockade de- bott, of Santa Fe, was nominated for one cable
that the Turkish opersays
judge, and Alexander Read of Tierra ators deserted the place as soon as
spite union pickets.
for district attorney.
At Santa Barbara a commissary de- Amarilla,
the bombardment was begun.
'
200
more
or
In
care
the
to
for
eighteenth senatorial dis
able,
partment
Europe is greatly relieved at the
trict, composed of the counties of receipt of news that Turkey has as
men, waa established. J
the Lincoln and Otero, J. M. Bowman of sured Greece that she has no lnten
At Portland, Oregon, where
shops .were closed on Saturday,' shop Alamosrordo was nominated for th tion of attacking her as had been
state aenate.
employes appeared for work.
rumored."
The success of the Ital'At the general ioffices of the comIn the thirtieth legislative district, ian blockade of the Tripoli coast
pany, officials reiterated the state- the counties of Socorro, Lincoln and from Tunis to Egypt, and her scourment that only 40 per cent of the Otero, W. Bv Blanchard of Richard ing of the seas is shown
j tne armen went out.
son." was nominated as a member of rival of two captured Turkish transthe house of representatives.- ports at Taranto and Brindlsi, reIn the fifteenth senatorial distrlc! spectively.1
"Clean Sweep" In Kansas City
Kansas City, Oct. 2 "It is a clean the counties of Torrance, Otero, Lin
The reports of the capture of Turksweep said M. F. Ryan, president o coln and Socorro, W. H. McCoy of ish torpedo boats come from severa?
the Brotherhood of Railway Carmen, Mountainair, was nominated, for tb sources. Probably they all refer to
when asked today to what extent the state senate.
those engaged off Prevesa. The im- -
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

TWO

Why She Was

ATTENTION

GIANTS FOR

Interested

FAIR

.y
F?p A,

HONORS

By Peggy Power

in

curtiss

OULD you like to BELIEVES MARQUARD AND
take this paper
WILL PROVE TOO

MATH-EWSO-

f
Chester,

at albuquerque next
races.

asked
with a twinkle in
his eye as ha

week good

Thai
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct
Cuarles P. Walsh, one of the best
known and most daring aviators in
the country has been selected to
make the aeroplane flights at the
New Mexico state fair, on Wednes
day, Thursday and Friday of fair
week, October 9 to 14, and that tha
flights will positively and absolutely
be made, successfully and to the satisfaction of the people of New Mex
ico, is the information conveyed today from Jerome S. Fanciullt, general
manager of the Curtiss Exhibition
company of New York, to John
of the
McManus, secretary-manage- r
New Mexico fair. Walsh has ju3t
completed a very successful series of
flights In Ogden, Utah, where! he as
cended into the higher altitudes for
four straight days, two flights each
day, to the satisfaction of thousands
"We
and thousands of visitors.
have convinced other people and will
convince the New Mexico people that
a Curtiss aviator and a Curtiss bi
plane will fly there at the fair," is
one of the sentences contained in
Mr. Fanciulli's telegram.
The New Mexico State Fair assos
ciation has arranged for Curtiss
flights at big expense. Thev
have secured the bett biplane and
one of the best aviators in the United
The fair association Is
States.
ready to" convince skeptics. ' Many
people really doubt that flights are
going to be made. These people are
especially invited to come to the fair
and be convinced. In addition to the
aeroplane flights six baseball clubs
will contest for big prizes: Dawson,
fiania Fe, Albuquerque, CIovls, El
Paso and Amarillo. As many of the
leagues 'have finished the season
some of the best players in the bus!
ness will be seen in action at Albu
querque.
Many of them will go to
the 'big leagues next season.
The horse races are coming alorc
famously, the entries assuring
splenald racing exhibition every day.
'With the exhibits and displays, the
carnival of forty shows, the Montezuma ball, the conventions and meet
ings of fraternal and social organiza
tions, the first state fair is bound lo
be a success and the association
hopes to have Albuquerque eniertain
the biggest crowd in the history of
N'ew Mexico fairs during the coming week.
2.
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VALSII TO FLY AT
THE BIG STATE
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MUCH FOR ATHLETICS.

caughtthe Peggy
other

"In the first place, the idea that
New York team "will be played
Ida of his newsout after their return from the west,
paper.
"Indeed no oh, and that their pitching staff will be.
I beg your par- completely exhausted for the; coming
don," stammered world's series Is an entirely erronPeggy,
blushing eous one," says Hugh Jennings, manjta .vfC'
furiously. "I be ager of the Detroit team.
came so Interest"Just you mark my words: If the
ed in the short story I completely tor-g- Giants get but an even break in this
It wasn't my paper."
series with the Cuds
"No harm done," quickly responded coming
home
and
start
with a lead of
for
Chester.
"Father says,"' continued Peggy, even two games, only on the Chicago
"that a man who is too stingy to buy team you may depend upon it that
his own paper and takes advantage of both Marquard and Mathewson will
another's should be hung."
be given a rest, and that Ames, Cran-dal- l,
"Little did your father think his
Wiltse and any cub pitchers that
own daughter would be guilty of so McGraw
has available will be used.
heinous an offense," laughed Chester,
I should da I believe
That
what
is
wondering whether it was from her
McGraw
do the same. Just
will
that
father Or mother that Peggy Inherited
you wait and see. '
her glorious auburn hair.
'It is neither kind nor gentlemanly "Everyone will admit that the main
of you to refer to that incident again,' reliance of the New York team will
snapped Peggy. "Be so kind as to be placed solely in Mathewson and
consider our forced conversation at an Marquard. Both these men are grand
end. It is against my principles to
They alone are responsible
talk to a stranger without a legitimate pitchers.
Giants
for
the
being in tbe lead toIntroduction, especially on a train."
If
Pittsburg had had these two
"Donl be so cruel," begged Chester, day.
"we are Jst beginning to enjoy our- men and Wagner had not been hurt
tout what's the use? the Giants
selves; to tell the truth, for two long
hours I have. been endeavoring to are up there and they look like winners.
"If Mathewson and Marquard make
good, as I believe they will, I shall
be extremely sorry for those who
risk their pile upon the Athletics.
With these two twirlers at their best,
the Mackmen r.re going to have the
battle of the year upon their hands.
I hear a lot of talk about this Philadelphia pitching staff and about
what Coombs, Plank and Bender are
going to do to McGraw's team. Just
wait and see what they will do. The
one pitcher of these three that I ex
pect to eee go well against the Giants is Eddie Plank and it's a ques
tion if Connie Mack will use him.
He didn't use him last fall against
Chicago and he came mighty near
to being sorry for it. Bender beat
the Giants in 1905 and he may do i
The Train Acquaintanceship.
again this fall. Bui I don't expect
make conversation; I've closed the to see Jack Coombs stand these Gwindow, I've knocked your umbrella iants on their heads.
down twice just so I could hand it to
"Bender won his first game against
you; I've offered you a time table, a the Cubs last year and he was beaten
fan, and assisted you with your suit- in the second. Coombs won three
case, but to no avail. My only reward
games, but he was covered with
:.
;
was an Ice cold 'Thank you,'
horseshoes. He gave nine bases on
to
time
the
omnipotent
According
table you and I are destined to travel balls in one game, and had he been
together for six more hours., Let s be pitching against the Tigers or tha
sociable. One misses a heap of fun in Red Sox he would have been driven
TAFT IN NEBRASKA.
this world through ridiculous conven to the stable before the game was
'
Lincoln, Neb., Oct. 2 A reception tionalities."
half over. Coombs simply was pitch"Train acquaintanceships are dan
committee headed by former Sene
good team that
ing against a
ator Burkett met President Taft upon gerous," insisted "Peggy. "Last year, had lost their nerve. That's the only
through a peculiar incident, 1 spoke
(.iis arrival here, from Omaha this to a stranger traveling in the same reason in the world why Coombs got
morning and escorted him to the Lin- section with me; he discovered my by last fall.
coln hotel,' where the distinguished name and address on my suitcase.
"If I were going to bet any money
visitor was entertained at dinner by Since then I have been pestered with on this series, I'd be inclined ts take
'
the Omaha Commercial club. Fol- silly letters, nonsensical postcards New York with Mathewson and Marlowing the 'dinner the president de- and Impossible souvenirs, so I repeat, quard pitching. That Is, if these
livered a speech at the Auditorium. kindly consider this conversation at pitchers are thoroughly rested up I
Governor 'Aldrich presided at the an end."
"By George! I won't," declared consider this pair better than any
meeting.'
Chester, becoming more and more in pair Mack may send in. But even at
terested In the gtrl.
that 1 look to see lots of batting and
BANQUET AT HASTINGS.
.
"Well, of course. If you wish to talk plenty of runs made in this serien.
Hastings, Neb., ,Oct. 2. Hastings to yourself I have no right to ask you The Athletics are a good heavy hitdesist" stated Peggy friendly. "But ting team, and almost, man for mat
las put on her best bib and tucker in to
a
real
gentleman would not enforce
honor of President Taft, who is
can buthit the Giants. The only
on a defenseless young they
r
:
scheduled for a
visit here his company alone." real
good strikers that the Giants
traveling
this evening. Five hundred guests, lady
For fifteen minutes there was an have are Larry Doyle, Meyera, Maramong them many of the most prom- embarrassing silence, then Peggy kle and occasionally Herzogr. I never
inent men of Nebraska, have been in- coughed. Chester continued to gaze considered Murray a hitter. Fletcher
vited to attend the banquet in Fra- moodily out of the window. Again I don't know much about. Devore is
ternity hall, which is to be the chief Peggy coughed a little louder this
fair, while Snodgrass is not the
time. Chester continued gaslng out only
of the program.
batsman
that his record last season
of the window, then she said coquet-tlsbl.
would seem to show.
men
with
Mclnals,
"Contrast
these
borrow
I
"May
I
your newspaper?
CASCARETS FOR A
wish to finish that story."
Collins, Baker, Oldring, Dannie Mur
SICK, SOUR STOMACH
Chester handed her the paper, their phy, not to mention Barry, Thomas
eyes met and they both, laughed.
or Briscoe Lord, and you will see
"I am curious to know why you are
Gently but thoroughly cleanse and
the Athletics have all the best
so Interested in that story," he asked. that
regulate your Stomach, Liver and
in the hitting list But I don't
of
it
answer
ask"I'll
your question by
Bowels while you sleep
that these men will tear Jxe
believe
ing another. Tell me your opinion of
fences down with Matty and Marit," said Peggy.
That awful sourness, belching of
I think It's tommy quard in the box.
"My opinion?
acid and foul gases; that pain in the rot; an absurd, miserable little sketch.
"The Athletics may outhit the Gipit of the stomach, the heartburn, Nothing to It; nothing at all. How ants, but the latter will make their
nervousness, nausea,, bloating after any man can consider it worthy or hits count for more runs than the
Is beyond my compreheneating, feeling of fullness, dizziness publication
sion. I gave Cornell the dickens for Mackmen will.. On the bases they
and s?ck headache, means indigestion;
will make Ira Thomas work like a
It, too."
a disordered stomach, which cannot accepting
"Cornell?
What has he to do with steam engine to stop them. Doyle,
be regulated until you remove the it?" aBked Peggy in surprise.
Herzog, Devore, Fletcher and Murcause. It isn't your stomach's fault
"I happen to be the literary editor ray are all corking good base runof this paper; Cornell is my assistant ners, while the only real base runYour stomach is as good as any.
on my vacation he accepted
ner that the Athletics have la Eddie
Try Cascarets; they cure indiges While
some material that showed poor Judgcleanse
Collins. He Is the only man that will
tion, because they immediately
ment on his part, but this is
and regulate the stomaoh, remove the worst He insists it has real meritthe glf e Chief Meyers any trouble.
sour, undigested and fermenting food I fail to see it I'm sorry; I guess I
"Of the two catchejrs, I ahould
and foul gases; take the excess bile spoke toot sharply to him. He's a prefer Meyers. He is a harder hitfrom the liver and carry off the de- splendid smart fellow rarely fails in ter and a good thrower, in fact a
composed waste matter and poison anything wish I'd never seen that much better thrower than Thomas.
from the intestines and bowels. Then fool story.I
ask you why yoa are so in- I believe that Thomas is the brainier
"May
man of the two, but Meyers will help
your stomach trouble la ended for terested in it?" asked Chester.
ever. A Cascaret tonight will straight
like Marwell because I wrote with a good
"Because
box it," said Peggy.
en you out by morning a
quard to hold the runners close to
from any drug store will keep your
first, while Mathewson will make up
Cautious.
entire family feeling good for months
for any deficiency in Ithe Indian's
He 1 never can tell you what I feel
Don't forget the children their little
apparatus.
thinking
for you. True love is silent.
"Another big factor that the Athlnsides need a good, gentle cleansing,
She Oh, no! It speaks to papa.
letics must reckon with is the fight- too.
reading
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Assortments are wide and embrace all colors and all
and many prices.
course, we have wide assortments of stamped and un
stamped linens, fancy pillow covers, scarfs,, doilies and towelsi"
About everything in fact that the ne'edleworkf r could desire
f"T H e accessories, requisites, etc.

If you cannot supply your art embroidery needs at this

store, you can hardly hope to do so at."is stocked with as large a stock of embroidery materials as you'll f

Vegas, for this department though new
largest cities.
Come and inspect the new department

-

4f.

This store is now headquarters for all that is good and
desirable for fancy needle workers. Here are the silks, perle
r
lustres, linens, cords, etc., that the particular

see the excellent variety of Fancy Goods

-

vtber store in Las
many of the very
g or not.

whether you wis)

,.

.1

Society

complete line

Embroidery

of

Packages

Roy at Society
.

Embroidery Threads
all colors

of every description
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ing ability of the New York team. I
don't wish to make any comparisons,
but I can't help feeling as I do in
certain things. I don't want to
the Athletics of any laoic of
gameness, but I think that the Giants
will show a whole lot more fight than
Connie Mack's bunch will. There isn't
much, use in recalling that disastrous
series of 1905, when the
Athletics were eaten up by the McGraw team. It has always been conceded that the Giants outgamed the
Philadelphlans. They may this year,
too.
"Of course, there is not a whole lot
of that old tem playing now. But
Murphy, Bender, Plank and Brisc
Lord were on the Philadelphia team
then, and wasn't it Briscoe Lord who
came up twice for a sacrifice, the
only thing needed, and yet failed to
deliver? There may be one or two
others on the team who will be a
little bit feased, so to speak, when
they hear the- - rooting on ' the Polo
grounds.
"As a fielding team, I think that
the Athletics have it on the Giants.
But fielding alone doesn't win games.
NARVAL MACGREGOR
You must consider pitching, hitting as John Dale In "The Barrier,"' Dunand base running, with fight and
can Opera House, October 5.
The- Athplenty of its essentials.
letics can field and hit; the Giants
can run bases, have a couple of fine
NUTMEG TOWN ELECTIONS
pitchers, and they can fight till the
Conn., Oct. 2. Almost all
Hartford,
cows come home. Just wait and Bee."
the towns In Connecticut hold their
annual meetings today for the choice
of town officials for the coming
RICH LANDS OPENED
is usually referRapid City, S. D., Oct 2. With the year. The occasion
to
as
red
"Little Town
in
state
this
opening of registration today for the
remainder of the Rosebud and Pine Election Day." and in years gone by,
when a presidential election was. to
Ridge reservations Uncle Sam startattached
follow, some; significance
of
one
largthe
in
ed the ball rolling
est land lotteries he has ever conduct- to the way the parties lined up. In
ed. A total of 466,562 acres is thrown recent years the political significance
of these elections has disappeared,
open .to settlement, comprising some
new interest has been
of the finest agricultural and grazing but this year a
in
them
used
art
by the referendum
Dakota.
lands in South
The registration is being conduct- vote on two proposed amendments to
ed at the land offices in Gregory. the constitution, one to give the lieu
Chamberlain, Dallas and Rapid City. tenant governor larger powers in
The applicant is required to appear case of death or disability of the govto the effect that
personally at one of the registration ernor, and the other
shall adjourn
pub-li- o "the general
assembly
a
swear
before
and
notary
points
first Wed
not
than
the
sine
later
die
a
.
take
to
to his qualifications
The sealed affidavits nesday after, the first Monday in
homestead.
will be mailed to Judge Wltten at June, following the organization." The
the death of
Gregory, where the drawing will com- complications following
mence on October 24. On that day Governor Lllley showed the necessity
the metal cans containing the sealed of the first of the proposed amend
and the unusually long sesenvelopes will be dumped on a large ments,
the legisalture this year, out
of
sion
A
child
public platform at Gregory1.
will be selected to go on the platform of all proportion to the results, the
and pick up the envelopes one by one. latter.
The first envelope will be numbered
FOR DYSPEPSIA
"one" and the person who filed it will
first
have the privilege of making the
selection from all the lands subject You Risk no Money If You Try This
Remedy
to entry and may choose for his
We want every one troubled with
homestead, the finest level farming
land at $6 an acre or the roughest Indigestion and dyspepsia to come to
and obtain a box of Rexall
grazing land, at 25 cents an acre. The our store
They contain
second envelope will be number two, Dyspepsia Tablets.
Bismuth-Subnltrat- e
and
160
Pepsin careand so ori until . the number of
fully combined so as to develop their
acre tracts i3 exhausted.
greatest power to overcome digestive
disturbance.
Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets , are very
HOW NEW YORK IS RUN.
to take. They tend to soothe
pleasant
New York, Oct. 2. Visitors to New
to
weak
stomach
the
irritable,
second
York's
budget exposition,
the
and
diges
invigorate
which opened today and will continue strengthen
inuntil the end of the month, may learn tive organs, to relieve nausea and
nutrition
thus
promoting
from numerous charts and illustra- digestion,
comtions, many interesting things con- and bringing about a feeling of
fort
instance,
For
the
metropolis.
cerning
If you give Rexall Dyspepsia Tab
the figures show that in New York
min- lets a reasonable trial we will return
four
a
birth
is
every
there
city
utes, a death every seven minutes, your money if you are not satisfied
Three sizes, 25
and a marriage every eleven min- with the result.
utes. Moving pictures illustrate the cents, 50 cents, and $1.00. Remem
work of the various city depart- ber, you can obtain Rexall Remedies
ments and show hoV is spent the only at our store The Rexall Store.
immense sum of $17f 000,000 that is E. G. Murphey.

"Diamond M"
"Old HomesteLd,,
"Boss Patent"

post-seaso- n

The Leading Brands of Hi h Patent Flour
Handled Exclusively in Las Vegas
by

Charles Ilfeld Company
New Mexico's

Largest Wholesalers

Everyone recognizes the Superiority of these
brands Even our Competitors
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Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.

The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.
Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
success.
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The Want Ad. Hat is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
they want it
Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.
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JEWS FAST DAY
i
'
New York, Oct.
2. The
Jewish
people throughout the world today
celebrate Yom KIppur, or the Day of
Atonement, the most widely observed of all the many feasts and fasts in
the Hebrew calendar. This fast day
is considered the most Important of
all the Mosaic holy days. With its
observance the penitential season
which began with the New Year
comes to an end, and the Jews then
look forward with joyful anticipation,
to the celebration of Suecoth, or the
Feast of Tabernacles, the harvest festival of the ancient Israelites.
,

Among the orthodox Jews Yom
KIppur is kept as a solemn fast, and
for twenty-fou- r
hours no food or
drink or nourishment of any kind is
allowed to pass the Hps of the" pious
and observing Jew. From this observance none is exempt except the sick,
children under age, very old people
whose health would be affected by
absention from food and nourishment
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and nursing mothers. The reformed
Jews join with the orthodox in
the cleberatlon
of Yom KIppur
but as a rule they do not fast, nor
are the services in the reform temples continuous on the day of celebration.
Tact

doeB

not remove all difficul-

ties it sidesteps them.

FIVE
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fair for several years, until
he sold them in Europe. Exhibitions A
of trotting elks were common at
county fairs in the Middle West a
W. H. Barnes of
few years ago.
A I
Sioux City, la., trained a pair and
drove them harnessed to a, light vehicle. He afterward taught one or
them to dive from a platform thirty
feet high Into a pool of water; and
later he exhibited the animal in this
act
to admiring crowds in Europe,
IS THE FIRST ONE OF HIS SEX TO
THE ANTLERED ANIMALS CAN BE
ENROLL IN THIS EXCLUSIVE- RAISED FOR MARKET ADVANof the

ELK FARM

IN

GIVES

TAGEOUSLY.

STUDIES

.

George W. Ruas, of Kansas City,
Mo., who baa a herd of about 100
elk in the Ozark mountains, declares
that in many parts of the United
States elk meat can. be produced at
less cost per pound than beef, mut-to- n
These animals afford a
or, pork.
much greater proposition of dressed
meat than cattle do.
When it comes to clearing out underbrush they are more useful than
goats. They browse as low as the
goats and also twice as high. He
advises using both varieties of animals, however, and says that one elk
and two goats to five acres will eliminate the brush and weeds. What is
more, brush thus cleared stays
cleared.
It is asserted that for other rea
sons no better arrangement can be
made than to graze a few elk witn
sheep and goats. The elk is the
r.atural enemy of dogs and wolves.
Mi. Russ says he Buffered great dep
redations on his flocks until he put
a few elk with them. Since tnen
there has been no loss from that
cause. A few elk in a ten acre pasture will absolutely protect the
Even the dogs beflocks therein.
in
the
place could not be
longing
induced to enter a pasture containing ellt
The cost of stocking an elk pre
serve is not great, says Fur News,
young elk in perfect condition may
be bought for $100 per head or less.
A few years ago Mr. Wilson of Lewis- burg, O., paid $165 for three head
A Michigan breeder recently offered
a dozen head, all fine specimens, but
age and sex 1iot given, for $500.
This is, of course, a low price, not
more, than cattle Would bring and
less than the venison would be
worth if they could be sold in that
form. The price of such stock is determined by the supply and demand
and as long as the present restrictions on the sale of deer and elk are
maintained low prices are likely to
prevail.
Live elk sold ft foned sa;j have
been known to net the owner less
than $25 a head, i) it conditions would
eoon change if he laws concerning
the sale and auipiwu of venison
were generally oale faJ'able fir
-The de
producing it in rervs.
mand for breeding stock would gro'
as
and increase the cos,l of starting,
well as the return from the husim'si.
imThe natural rood supply is in
a
in
choosing
consideration
portant
have
e'.k
While
range for the oik.
and
done well in bl'iegrass r.asune
on the prairie grasses aloae they do
far better on preserves whicn have
a variety of food grasses, bushes
and trees. Rough lands well watered
a considerable
by streams and having uvea aw best
forested
proportion, of
adapted to their wants.
w:!l supOn an average such lands
number cf elk
same
the
about
port
withas of cattl? on the sam area There
range.'
the
out impairing
should be thickets for the aninals
of
nd a supply of winter foliar
too
the
kinds will prevent
of shrubbery in
Wrvid destruction
-

BALANCE
BERNALILLO

HAS LARG

COUNTY

EST SUM TO ITS CREDIT; SAN
MIGUEL

-

HAS $58,417.41

Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 2. Traveling
Auditor John Joerns has made a fin
ancial statement of the offices of the
county treasurers showing Bernalillo
county in the lead, as usual. The
first column shows reecipts for July,
the second disbursements for July,
and the third balance August 1.
Bernalillo, $36,603.45; $48,138.90;
$104,610.19.

Chaves,

.

$34,402.25;

"$9,727.77;

Colfax, $7,656.11; $30,238.96;
Curry, $3,918.49;

$17,- -

$11,074.47;

774.60.

Dona Ana, $16,934.56;

$19,378.77;

$57,976.87.
$5,877.21;

$27,293.00;

Grant, $5,974.06:

$11,768.05;

Eddy

$31,- -

313.56.

Guadalupe, $941.96; $7,828.90;
Lincoln, $4,072.35; $7,698.54;
$42,- -

$16,560.88;

Luna, $395.63;
019.29.

$12,- -

McKlnley. $799.37; $7,918.82;
224.26.

$21,510.-86- .

Mora, $4,577.86; $8,761.23;
Otero, $2,882.18;

$17,382.70;

Quay, $3,120.10; $8,296.37;

$36,421.- -

70.

Rio

Arriba,

$1,588.65;

$5,598.45;

$40,276.98.

Roosevelt, $4,506.15; $6,803.38;

$19,-

-

197.09.
$24,- -

Sandoval, $531.95; $4,166.26;
162.53.

I
$14,- -

San Juan, $4,688.32; $6,252.08;
195.81.

Santa Fe, $1,953.28; $22,311.35;,
$26,319.70.
San Miguel, $5,675.25; $17,222.92
$58,417.41.
Sierra, $1,769.64; $7,416.21; $23,- 546.06.
Socorro, $4,667.90; $9,738.01; $71,- 200.58.
$27,- Taos, $3,577.31; $4,6777.51;
199.83. '
Torrance, $2,487.07; $8,822.65; $10,- 782.20.
Union, $3,633.40; $11,895.12;
$29,-161.5-

(

$91.- -

Valencia, $4,041.96; $6,921.81;
157.35.

Totals, $141,501.98;
$1,050,147.72.

$368,564.59;

-

'

-

Cream Cake

;

iur-nish-

SIZED

GOOD

.w

elk will
Except in times of snow
on ordincondition
excellent
in
keep
a system of
ary grass pasture, but
management which reguiariy
other food to the animals will
ha fi.nii better. For winter hay and
corn fodder furnish excellent forage,
but alfalfa has proved to be the
most satisfactory dry food that can
be given to either elk or deer.
a uniA oats or coita, whole or
Elk
chopped, may be fed each day.
w
are fond of corn, and ieeaing
and salt affords the best opportuniof the
ties for winning confidence
Salt
them.
and
taming
animals
should be furnished liberally to all
iront in inclosures. Running
is of
water, although not essential,
.em
in
maintaining
great Importance
in good condition.
comElk are not nervous like the
ordin- mon deer and seldom jump an
A fence five feet in
ton
sufficient to confine
usually
is
height
and Henry Binning of Cora,
elk
wm thinks a four foot woven wire
fence is ample. When they escape
have
.m .n Inelosure in which they
of their
been fed they usually return
Some herds may De
own accord.
small
driven like ordinary cattle.1 A
should
elk
bull
vicious
a
for
inclosure
or eight
have a strong fence seven
feet high.
been
u.i. elk have andfrequently
in
driven
puto
harness
trained
a pair
blic Lorenzo Stratton trained
nd began exhibiting
to harness
the Cattaraugus county, N.
i.m
were a feature
Y., fair in 1853V They

snows

TREASURY

:

Makes Yon Hungry to Look at It
By Mrs. Janet McKenzie Hill, Editor of
the Boston Cooking School Magazine
When company arrives unexpectedly,
this cream cake often covers an otherwise embarrassing
situation, for it
answers the place of any other dessert
as it can be stirred up quickly. '

.

.
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SCIENCE

PROFIT
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LYNCHING

West Chester, Pa., Oct, 2. The
term of Court which convened here
today will be made memorable by the
trial of the persons accused in the
lynching of the negro Zach Walter,
who was burned to death by1 a moo
at CoatesvIHe on August 13 last, following his arrest for the murder of
an officer. It is expected to commence the trials this week. In ad
dition to those against whom a
charge of murder has bet? mads
for alleged complicity in the actual
LY FEMININE COURSE
lynching, the chief of police of Coat-vi- lle
and one of his subordinates are
New York, Oct 2. When the big to be tried on a charge of' mangong that tolls the knell of vacation slaughter, growing out of their alat Columbia University rang today leged failure to take any steps to
the delegation from the department prevent the lynching.
of household arts, where they teach
the young idea how to juggle flapjacks, launder shirts and purchase
a strange spec
meat, presented
CALENDAR OF SPORTS
tacle. For the first time In the hisFOR THE WEEK 4
tory of Columbia a man has enrolled
in
this
hitherto
sec
femlnie
himself
4- tion of the college, and when the real 4- 4work of. the academic year begins
Monday.
he will join the galaxy of dainty coOpening of autumn race meeting
at
eds who are to be guided through the of Maryland Fair association
Ins and outs of housewifery.
Laurel, Md.
'
Annual field trials of iowai .Fox
John B. Leeds Is the name of thi3
Adam in the Eden. He's an A. M., Hunters' asosclatlon begin at Earl-haIowa.
will get his doctor's degree at the
end of this year and he halls from
Opening of state fair horse showi
Morris Plains,. N. J. He was enrolled at Sedalia, Mo., and Springfield, 111.
at Columbia last year as a student
Opening of the championship seaIn the department of political science. son of the Eastern Bowling league.
Bombardier
Jack Johnson vs.
At the registrar's office, in the train.
at
25
Earl's
oCurt,
school
rounds,
Wells,
was
wives
for
it
ing
explained
that Mr. Leeds used to browse around London.
there armed .with a notebook and a
Jack O'Brien vs. Jim Barry, 6
pencil, seeking data to support his rounds, at Philadelphia.
Monte Attell vs. Johnny Daley, 10
theory that the average woman loses
a great deal of time in performing rounds at New Orleans.
Jack Redmond vs. Joe Hyland, 15
her ordinary duties from disposing
at Akron, O.
rounds,
to
of the family wash
getting little
Johnnie dressed In time for school.
Tuesday.
Mr. Leeds hasn't expressed this
Opening of ten days' harness meetsentiment himself, but clerks in the ing at Lexington, Ky.
vs. Tommy
"Knockout!" Brown
registrar's office assured the reporter he affixed his name to the house- Ginty, 10 rounds, at New York.
hold arts department roster that he
Young Loughrey vs. "Kid" Henry,
Opening of annual horse show at
might dig up statistics regarding wo
man's tendency to loaf and find a Brockton, Mass.
remedy for it.
Wednesday
Davis Cup challengers teail from
It is expected that the lone stu
dent will have a sweet time of It Vancouver for Australia.'
National Futurity Courshing club
when he takes the laboratory work
incidental to the course of domestic meet at Friend, Neb.
in
laundering. Practical instruction
Thursday.
Balloon race for James Gordon Benironing, mang
rinsing, rough-dryinling,
sorting, soaking, removing nett international cup starts from
stains, bluing and keeping the dye In Kansas City.
colored materials is part of the ele
Opening of annual bench show of
mentary training In this course, with the Montreal Kennel Club., Montreal.
the cleansing cf laces, embroidery,
Opening of annual horse show at
silks and other fine stuffs as advanc- Morristown, N. J.
.
ed work.
Friday.
i
Leeds ought to average 100 per
Tony 'Capont vs. Sailor Burke, 10
cent in " household "physics, ' keeping rounds, at New York city.
Four mile Kentucky Endurance
the plumbing and the vacuum cleaner in repair and thawing out pipes stakes will be run at Churchill
Downs. .
In winter.
of autumn race . meetina;
, Opening
to
is
devoted
time
too,
studyThen,
Plm-licing the care of infants and small chil- of the Maryland Jockey club at
dren. The faculty provides no laborSunday.
atory work in this course, due prob
Close of the season of the Ameriably to the difficulty in obtaining
Clubs.
youngsters for students to practice can League base ball
the Western
season
of
the
Close
of
on. Mr. Leeds, however, can put to
ball clubs.
base
of
league
the
use
of
advice
the
profespractical
sors on his own two children.
Students who know Mr. Leeds deARCHITECTS MEET.
scribe him as tall, stout, of studious
Oct. 2. The ninth internaRome,
appearance and rapidly approaching
tional congress of architects ,. asmiddle age.
sembled in Rome today with an at
tendance of eminent representatives
of the profession in many countries.
CALIFORNIA LABOR.'
The American delegation, numbering
Bakersfield, Cal., Oct. 2. Bakers-fiel- d nearly 150, will make an effort to
was today the mecca for repre- secure
the next convention for
sentatives of organized labor throu&u-ou-t
Washington.
California on the occasion of the
opening of the twelfth annual conBiliousness is due to a disordered
vention of the State Federation of
Labor. Discussion of the McNamara condition of the stomach. Chamberlain's Tablets ae especially a stom
defense and other subjects of Interest ach
medicine, intended especially to
to labor .will keep ;, the delegates act on
that organ; to cleanse It,
busy until the end of the week.
strengthen it, tone and invigorate it.
to regulate the liver and to banish
biliousness positively and effectually.
For sale by all druggists.
CHOCTAWS DISBAND TRIBE.
Tuskahoma , Okla., Oct 2. A spe
cial session of the Chickasaw and
EDUCATOR RETIRES.
Choctaw council assembled here to
Washington, Oct. 2. Prof. Samuel
day to make recommendation as to E. Tillman, for more than 30 years
the disposition of tribal property and an instructor at the West Point milito wind up the affairs of the tribe. tary academy, was placed on the
The disposition of the segregated army retired list today on account
land presents a complicated problem, of age. Prof. Tillman is a native of
owing to the valuable mineral de- Tennessee and graduated from West
Point in 1869.
posits.
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CERTIFICATE OF COMPARISON
Office
Territory of New Mexico.
of the Secretary.
I, Nathan Jaffa, secretary of the
Territory of New Mexico, do .hereby
certify that there was filed for record in this office at Ten o'clock a. m.
cn the Fifth day of September, A. D.
of
1911; Articles
of Incorporation
The Topeka Mica
Manufacturing
Company, Number 6925, and also,
that I have compared the following
copy of the same, With the original
thereof now on file, and declare it "to
be a correct transcript therefrom and
of the whole thereof.
Given under my hand and the Great
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico,
at the City of Santa Fe, the Capital,
on this Fifth day of September, A. D.
1911.

NATHAN JAFFA,
Secretary of New Mexico.
Articles of Incorporation of The Topeka Mica Manufacturing
Company
Know All Men By These Presents:
That we, Frank J. Gehring, resident
of the Territory of New Mexico, and
Geo. P.
S. B. Rohrer, F. C. Beck,
Stltt, W. A. Nelswanger, C. J. Price,
residents of the state of Kansas, have
associated ourselves together for the
purpose of becoming a body politic
under and by virtue of the laws of
the Territory of New Mexico, and in
accordance with the provisions thereof we do hereby make, execute, and
acknowledge this certificate in writ
ing of our intention to so become a
body corporate under, and by virtue
of the statutes of said territory In
such case made and provided.
ARTICLE I.
The corporate name and style of
our said corporation shall be The
Topeka Mica Manufacturing Company.
ARTICLE 2.
The location of the principal office
of said corporation in this Territory
shall be at East Las Vegas, San Mi
guel County, New Mexico, which is
also its registered office; and the
name of the agent therein and in
charge thereof, upon whom process
against this corporation may be
served is Frank J. Gehring.
ARTICLE 3.
The objects for which this corporation is formed are:
1.
To own and acquire by pur
chase, lease, , location or otherwise
any mines, mining rights and mineral
lands or any interest therein In the
Territory of New Mexico; and to ex
plore, work, develop and operate the
same.
2. To conduct a general mining
busnless, quarrying, milling, treating,
preparing for market, buying, selling
exchanging and otherwise to produce
and deal in ores mineral and metals,
p.nd the by products thereof of every
kind and description and by whatsoever process and manner the same
can be done and produced, and for
that purpose to establish smelters.
reduction plants or other kinds of
machinery or plants used in the handling, reducing and development of
ore, mineral and mineral products for
(Seal)
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Onc-fouri-

non-injurio- us
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S. B. ROHRER.
F. C. BECK.
.W. A. NEISWANGER,
GEO. P. STITT.
C. J. PRICE.
FRANK J. GEHRING.

the above named Frank
well and personally known to x
be the same person described
and who executed the foredolK instrument, and he duly ackT wWfcf s
to me that he executed the (arae.
In Witness Whereof, I have rre-unset my hand nnr". atTiscd my
cial seal at said county the Sit
and year last aboe wmteu.
(Notarial Setl) WM. G. HAYDuM.
Notary Public
TJPIJ
Nl
uVwlhcrOiwCMyV."?
Mr commission expires Jan. 13, '.91?.
Cor Rec'd.
Endorsed: No. C9-- 3.
Vol. 6, Page 127. Arches of mcor
poration of The TopVia Fica Manufacturing Compo.iv. Filed n of!'.L
of Secretary of New Mexico, Sept 5,
i
1911. 10 a. b.
.lata, Sece-tarC.
! K. Vt i.O.
Compared
v
v,
.

to

y.

Na-M-
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MEET. '
BLACKSMITHS
Atlanta, Ga., Oct 2. Delegates :rom
the United States, Canada, Mexico

State of Kansas,
County of Shawnee, ss:
Be it Remembered, That on this
10th day of August, A. D. 1911, before the undersigned, personally 'appeared the above named S. B. Roh
neck, ueo. v. ami, w.
rer,. jr.
rer, F. C Beck, Geo. P. Stitt, W. A
Nelswanger, C. J. Price, well and personally known to me to be the same
d
persons described in and who
the foregoing Instrument, and
severallp acknowledged to me that
they executed the same.
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my
notarial seal at said county and state
the day and year last above written,
'
L.
(Notarial Seal)
Notary Public.
My commission expires Oct 29, 1914.
Territory of New Mexico,
County of San Miguel, ss:
Be is Remembered, That on this
12th day of August, A. D., 1911, before
the undersigned, personally appeared

u

and Hawaii are in Atlanta for the
annual convention of the Interna
tional Brotherhood of Blacksmiths
and helpers.

CARNIVAL WEEK IN OMAHA.
Omaha. Neb. Oct 2. Omaha is
filled with visitors for the annual fall
carnival, known as the
festivities, including a great industrial parade to illustrate the variety
of extent of Nebraska manufactures.
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CATARRH
Elf's Cream Balm
It quickly absorbed.
Gives Relief
Once.

it

It

cleanses, soothes,
heals and protects
tne aiseased membrane resulting from Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the Head quickly. Restores
the Senses of Taste and SmelL Full size
60 eta. at Dracrgists or by mail. Liquid
Cream B.ilra for use in atomizers 75 cts.
Ely Brothers, 58 Warren Street, New York.
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3. To buy, sell and deal in mining properties and minerals of all
kinds.
4. To conduct a general merchandise business in connection with the
operation of the mining business to
be carried on by this company.
5. To borrow money for the use of
the corporation, to be evidenced by
its note or notes or bonds, and secured by mortgage or deed of trust
of said corporation.
6. And generally to do and perform all other acta and things necessary or requisite to carry into eect
the purposes and objects for. which
this corporation is formed.
.

ARTICLE! 4.

The amount of the capital stock of
this corporation shall he and is five
hundred thousand ($500,000) Dollars,
K C Cream Caka
One-hadivided into fire hundred thousand
cup butter; 1 cup sugar;
yolks of 2 eggs, beaten light; 1 cups
(500,000) shares) of the par value of
sifted flour; 2 level teaspoonfuls K C
One Dollar each. The amount of capcup cold water;
Baking Powder;
ital stock with fhich this corporawhites of 2 eggs, beaten dry.
Cream the butter; add the sugar,
tion will commence business is Two
yolks of eggs and water; then the flour,
Thousand ($2,000) dollars.
sifted three titne9 with the baking powARTICLE 5.
of
whites
Bake
in
der; lastly the
eggs.
two or three layers; put these together
The names and postifllce addresses
with cream filling, and dredge the top
of the incorporators of this corpora
with confectioner's sugar.
g4
tion, and the number of shares subscribed for by each, are as follows:
6hares
subscribed
MINERALS Name and Address
S. B. Rohrer, Topeka, Kansas ....500
300
F C. Beck, Topeka, Kansas
PUflELY VEGETABLE
9
Geo. P. Stitt, Topeka, Kansas ....300
S.S.S. is the only remedy that can be used with perfect safety in W. A. Nelswanger, Topeka, Kan.. 300
of Contagious Blood Poison, and with the assurance C. J. Price, Topeka, Kansas ......300
treatment
the
Cream Filling that a lasting cure will result. There are certain mineral medicines Frank J. Gehring, East Las Ve
h
300
cup sifted flour;
gas, N. M
will temporarily remove the external symptoirs cf Contagious
which
salt; I cup hot milk; 1 egg,
such
of
The
subscription
aggregate
beaten li?ht; Yi cup sugar; 1 teaspoon'
Blood Poison, but when the treatment is left off the Jisease always
ful vanilla extract; 1 ounce chocolate.
returns in worse form, and the delicate tissues of the stomach and being two thousand ($2,000) dollars,
the amount of the capital stock with
Mix flour und salt with a very little bowels are
usually injured by these, strong minerals, and frequently which this
cold milk; s'ir into the hot milk and
corporation will commerce
are
Rheumatism
stomach trouble,, chronic dyspepsia, and mercurial
cook ten minutes; add the chocolate
business.
of
made
blood
S.S.S.,
destructive
the
entirely
end stir until it is melted and evenly added to
poison.
ARTICLE 6.
blended with the flour mixture, then
roots, herbs and barks of recognized curative and tonic
beat in the egg mixed with the sugar,
The term for which this
value, removes every particle of the virus from the circulation, and by tion shall exist shall be for acorpora
and lastly the vanilla.
period
cures
disease
the
blood,
You need the K C Cook's Book, conpermanently.
the
and
strengthening
enriching
taining this and 89 other delicious S.S.S. does not hide or cover up the symptoms, but removes them of fifty years.
recipes sent free upon receipt of (the
ARTICLE 7.
Home Treatment Book and any medcolored certificate packed in every
by first eliminating the cause.
The affairs and management of our
can of K C Baking powder. Send ical advice free. S.S.S. is sold at drug stores.
to the Jaques Mko. Co., Chicago
said corporation are to be under the
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC C0 ATLANTA,
lf

control of a board of nine directors,
Frank J. Gehring, East Las Vegas,
New Mexico, S. B. Rohrer, F. C. Beck,
Ceo. P. Stltt, W. A. Neiswanger, C.
J. Price, F. S. Jackson, D. L. Hoat-son- ,
all of Topeka, Kansas, are hereby selected to act as said directors
and to manage the affairs for three
months and until their successors
are duly elected and qualified.
ARTICLE 8.
The directors of this corporation
shall have the power to make and
for the government and
alter s
control thereof. The election of directors shall be by ballot, unless the
stockholders represented
at I any
meeting for the election of directors
may decide to vo otherwise.
In Testimony Whereof, We have
hereunto set our hands this 10th day
of August, A. D. 1911.
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Two Pleasing Features
that wearera of
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Kaufman" ifSemllllllii; Garments
LASTING STYLE
secure, that can be had in no other make.-ar- e
SHAPE'
PERMANENCE.
and
And, besides, they get the latest
and
styles, perfect fittinj
excellently tailored clothes at popular prices.
(81)

JOS. A. TAIGHERT
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the answer to

every Bakirvg Problem;

It's Firver-Whit- er
arvd More Urvifornrv
Made by LARABEE'S

Famous

GERMAN

PROCESS,

A ROGERS SILVERWARE)
COUPON IN EERY SACK.J

Gross, Kelly

(Si

Co.

Distributors

Ask Your Grocer for It
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CO.
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sion through the United States Mails
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a portion of the apoll
Hunger
of northern Africa, now being pretty
well torn to pieces by other continental nations, has driven Italy upon
an expedition of conquest to Tripoli.
This blistering desert Is not very Inviting, it Is true, but it Is about all
that is lef in Northern Africa for
Germany and France
have JusV'arrfted at an amicable decision asto what will happen to Mo
rocco, and other portions c--f the Bar
bery coast have been seized by Spain
and England. So, naturally enough.,
the land lust has stirred the territo
J
rial ambitions of Italy.
In ' area Tripoli Is considerably
langer than' 'Italy "Itself, containing
something'" llke; OfWoO" square miles
of sand,"and has. from 800,000 to
1,300,000
inhabitants,
principally
nomads. Its foreign trade amounts
'
to only J3.530.000 a year, of whlcit
less than $1,000,000 is with Italy.
It is not an' attractive conquest in
any event, and in its present condition is hardly worth fighting for. But
the Italians seem to think that with
Irrigation and developemnt it might
be - made, a; valuable .possession.
almost at the-- , very gates
Tripoli-is- .
of Italy and is practically defenseless.
Although the Turks hold .only a nom-nia- l
title, they will make a strong
show of resistance. - But Italy has
complete control of the sea and Turfor the con
key Is badlytest. True,. It has a. larger army than
its opponent, but its army is poorlv
organized. The lement of religion
may enter Into the controversy, and
already there is talk' of a "religious
.'.- - ''
war."
"The announcement of a declaration
of hostilities - came with some suddenness. But the United States has
very little material Interest in the
outcome. - The. declaration, however,
discloses the high state of nervous
tension existing In Europe and In ita
moral aspects the situation will cause
general anxiety.
.
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THE CRIME OF INSURGENCY

President Taft made the greatest
speech of his trip at Waterloo, la.,
whore he fittingly and courageously
elm Ponged
insurgency in Its character of "vindictive hostility" and
"blind enmity" to corporations because they are corporations, says the
Kansas City Journal. The president
delivered himself of a number of vigorous and happy phrases In voicing
his opposition to such senseless sub
80 sVrv'lcKoe to
The
popular clamor.
les speech deserves to go down In the
r
roiitinal history of the country as a
rUial.ie state papor and not a mere
on the hustings, for it Is
; ;
in
rrsp'thensive and
:
tt puianship,' embodying the funda-i- '
jitnl theories on which any safe
YOM KIPPUR,.THE MOST SOLEMN
'rtafly progressive attitude of the
AND IMPRESSIVE
DAY ON
rnment toward big business en-CALENDAR
HEBREW
riies must be based,
'lie speech ought to be literally
Keeping1 tW faith of the forefathers
Waterloo of Iowa insurgency and
of
old, the members of the Jewish reliusinus-s-baitinall over the country.
in Las Vegas today solemnly
So far from being a blanket defense ligion
observed
the day of atonement, or
gf corporations it throwns down the
Yom Kippurj
All stores and busito
terms
all
in
unmistakable
naur.t'et
n
ness
bouses
Las
Vegas conducted
combinations which violate the law
Of the Jewish faith were
members
by
and, pledges the whole power of the
closed all day until sun down. The
government to their reformatlon-r-- or
day began Sunday at sun down
holy
their destruction if they persist' In
and
special services were held in
weaklaw.
The
vjolsifing the
great
evening and
ness of the "blind enmity" toWard Temple Montefiore-.las- t
With
but
short Inall
today.
day
utter
"1)1:; business" lies in. the
to discriminate - between the termissions, services were continued
services
f.ootl ;:nd the bad; even "so strenuous all day today. The morning
10 o'clock and the afterat
began
Theodore
Rooseevlt
as
s
buster
admits that there are good trusts noon service at 2 o'clock. Special
2 In
ns v -- '1 as bad ones. Insurgency is services were held beginning at
was
music
Special
iiQrv?oi'
merely! popular prejudice, the ! afternoon;
Atoneof
ieilt-If- h
outing
day
fttrtiishjpd
tnvr
th$
'afaukk, the element of
;
aimosity, "vindictive hostility' ment by a choir.
The Day of Atonement in Hebrew,
introduced into an ostensible effort
Yom
Kippur, aB the name Implies, Inexistence
whose
to );!iiedy abuses
dicates
upon which amends are
was never denied, r
atonement
for any-- shortcom
in
A.y: American, ctlzen who cannot majie
mental -- or moral, that
statu; or fall on the admirable 'plat-- f ings, religions,,
occurred
during the year. It Is char
promulgated by President Taft
by. prayer and. fasting3 and,;
acterized
carniot escape the charge that he is
It is the most solemn and
meditation.
and
dRii ii.iited by prejudice
passion
in the Jewish calendar.
sacred
day
rather .than a sincere desire to serve
all day, the
generally-las- t
The
people
people, for greater intelligense
of
the
congregation remarry
U;- -;
"blind r enmity" 4and, "vindictive majority
of worship j from'
the," house
lng'Mn
hosllHty may reasonable Te jexpected mornlnj.
"
until
evening. Four days affrom those who pose as friends and
ter Day of Atonement, there win beleaders of the masses.
gin a rnerloi of holidays lasting; for,
Uv.n-tnijgett feaAJ rid t every one
wiIi be the
arW
to
franfe
in si vent voter" 'oflght"
wnicn uterauy
festival of Buccoth,
on the walls of
ans-"tfa'hsIa'tBar'ttte'ahB;'':n)oOtbBM"nd"'was
jiim lwme such declarations . . of .the
festival
lntttt?4:;jan'J'.?1!?1
'TT'l sident "as'lhese, forinstance:
in early Palestlnat' times aa a full
TT"n:'"l lime to' call at' halt,
verj-- : signlficancev. ot a thanfesgiving feast.
fbodit who! If prosperous is not a law Ths
ill be observed both
jflay, too
'
vit.iitor.'
'f
In $ lis historic I afid fcroader signifl-canc-

JEWISH PEOPLE
OBSERVE HOLY
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be hostile to the prosperity
3f any part of
country."
v.-- - J
"n
pregressive to be against
it is, a
f'--ra"way Corporation because
' '
' ' ' s '
wr Juration.'
fVfuf should we allow the political"
?or","e of any man or any set ot
a hostility f to
,T i tnerkto lead,
ft,rri of the '.'country whit, will in.
rvirfibly work'ihury Wall"
,V'"J.f iis us iba I charitable and '"kind.
'not! be . .80.' suspicious
and
tet
- raser;?'-.- improper otlves to everyone
.iir
but(Our particular
"
l
3
n .nnfotnn M
i.
distrust
Is
and
doubt
"There
,
,
lnvestitori thrdugh ttear ?jt
Hind enmity toward successful enterprises. T'he remedy is the restorato, ome, together
confidence,
iti' u ot
.
'..'' iu amity and maice tne oesi use oi
vur enormous enterprises.
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"Cousla Jane could not have done
-him, I have been with
her every moment, except when she
is on deck in ber chair. Then I am
with you. Someone must have beard
ue talking and have seen me give you
the box."
Granger reported the loss. One day
If JfROMt SPUCUB
he said to Helen, "You must give me
(Copyright, in. br AuocUMd Uftvr ir:u.) the right to buy pearls for
we reach New
I want you to
The man leaning over the deck rail be my wife.". York,
caught the echo of a thrilling burst
"Oh, but I can't" she said. ."I have
of melody. He looked about him to to marry a man with money."
was
soul
a
source.
Not
the
discover
Granger looked at her stunned.
In sight The deck chairs were dedor you' say that?"
"Why,
serted.
"Cuosln Jane says I must" the girl
Again there came the thrilling notes told him, "She says I have
always
and Granger, following the sound, been used to
everything and that I
came upon a girl wrapped In a steam- would never be
happy with a poor
er rug.
man."
It was a wild song, and it stopped as
"Couldn't you be happy with the
he came up to her. The steamer rug man you love?"
'
was
red.
in which she was wrapped
flamed."
lace
Her
'You
remember
The girl was a dark little thing with my
she asked breatlessiy, "Did
scarlet lips and cheeks" and with you song?"
ever hear the end
brown curls blown Into a tangle " by
'
fNo.'Sf
at
smiled
She
the beating wind.
Then she sang it to him. And to
''unGranger. There seemed , nothing
the. last two. lines. she gave particuconventional In such a greeting. The lar
i
emphasis. '
face.
into
Granger's
girl laughed up
man to the heart
"'The
heart
a
of
'
"Isn't it fine?" she said.
of a maid,
He stammered a 'reply. He was not
" 'As it was in the
days of old.' "
a man of many words. All his life
"That's the way it should be," he
tu bad worked hard, and had little
said. "'I could be happy with you on a
time for pleasure and none for flirts desert
island, yet you demand riches."
tlon. Woman nature was to him an
"Oh, no," she protested "Cousin
undiscovered country. Yet his heart Jane
said that"
leaped, as this girl said to him' in her
"If
It
Vere not for Cousin Jane," he
fine?"
musical voice, "Isn't it
I
He wished that he might reply eas- asked, "and should tell you that all
I can give you Is a little cottage in a
ily, but he only blushed and went on.
Some Instinct made him turn, how- quiet little town, would you come
.
with
.
me?",
to
ever, to see the girl struggling
"I'd go with you to the end of the
keep her balance. The heavy sweep
ot the wind, and the slant of the deck, world," she said.
That afternoon he went to Cousin
was too much for her, and, before he
could reach her, she fell. He picked Jane and told her the truth. Cousin
Ler up to 'find her laughing. "Do you Jane gasped at the revelation. "But
still think it is fine?" he managed to I do not want her told," Granger said.
Then he looked at the bard woman
':
say.
"Yov had better give in," he
i "It's great!" was her response. "The sternly.
said suddenly, "or I shall let her know
wilder It Is the more I love It."
His spirit seemed to exalt with hers. about the pearls."
'
In all his life he bad never known ; "But," she began.
"You
have
he
accused. "I
them,"
such a sense of triumphant freedom
found this in my room."" He held out
as he now experienced. The
to her a small gold cross which she
seemed miles away.
had
"We
better go in," he gasped, had worn every day hanging conspicu. .
ously from her watch fob.
but she said "No."
, "You can give her back the pearls
"I hate it In that Btuffy cabin," was
her explanation when she could make as a wedding present."
Granger took his wild bird to a modherself heard.
"Did you hear me
singing?" was her further question in est little place, in a quiet town. The
came unmarked in a white box
another intermission.
and Helen wore them now and then
"Yes, what was It?"'
" 'The wild hawk to the wind swept with her simple white gowns
"Some day I will give you more
sky,
The deer to the lonesome wold,'" jewels," Granger promised her, and
she would answer, "Silly, what do I
she crooned.
v
want with jewels?"
"Go on," he said breathlessly.
But now the storm was upon them ' Thus the telling became harder and
harder, he loved their life and wantIn full force.
Within the cabin, unfolded from the ed no o her. So it happened that it
rug she showed herself a slim crea- was Cousin Jane who wrote. "He is
Back deceiving you. Ask him what he is
ture In a blue serge gown.
from you?"
again In conventional surroundings keepingshow-aShe
the note to him. "Are
Granger once more lost his tongue.
He bowed and left her. That night at you?" she asked.
"Yes," he admitted.
dinner she was next to him at the
Her face was very white. "What is
table. "I asked for this seat," she
said frankly. "You saved me from It?" she demanded.
"Alas, I am a rich man," he told
the storm perhaps you may save me
" she
stopped and as he looked down her. Will you hate me because I did
not tell you?"
at her In surprise.1 "I shall love you always," she said,
"If there, is anything I can do," he
said, "you must let me know." But and sang for him again the ending of
she .was laughing again, gay and ra- the song which had brought him to
her.
.
diant k
. ;
,
"'The heart of a man to the heart
That night, as he stood late alone on
of a maid,
deck watching the moon float through
"'As it was in the days of old.'."
the ragged clouds, she came to him all
j. ;
pale and trembling.
,'Terhaps I am all wrong," she said, HE DIDN'T SEE THE COLONEL
"to ask you, but .somehow I. feel that
you can be trusted. Will you keep That Gentleman Becomes Real
Angry
thesq for me?" She put Jnto his hand
When Busy Clerk Takes Him for
a little box. "The are my pearls,"
' an .Assistant.
she: whispered, 'heirlooms in our fam"
.
r
7 i
i
'
ily. My cousin wh6 is;with me thinks
Colonel Jackson was at the head of
should
to''hef.
havebeen
given
they
an important department. He was a
She-ba- s
.told the captain that' I: am gentleman "of -- the "old school,' affable,
I
so
if
ill and .not. responsible,
give courteous - arid obliging, but possessthem tQ him he will take them back ing ra dignity which at times verged
tt her.' But "I am perfectly 'welLand upon haughtiness. .A clerk In another
.'-they' arv mine?'
department did not Jsnow the colonel.
Granger was a 'pra'ctfcal man of All his transactions with that depart
business. "I'll keep :them," he Bald ment had been conducted with- - Its
...
...
promptly, "and give them .to you just clerks. - .,.
,
t
... before we leav.e the boat."
...
clerk, re.ceivd an inquiry 'rthat
...'Thank you," Jhe said, and, left him, required. some investigation.
He
Ha wag glad that .she. had. furnished turned It over .to. the colonel's departhim "a reason for Intimacy! "' At the. ment.
:was feeling particbreakfast-tabl- e
next morning he ularly well and concluded,, as all his
watched the: cousin and found jher a clerks-werbusy, he would attend to
r
.
cold sort, of person.
.,
the mattet 'himself, f 'involved no
t
- He resojved to. watch; over her, and little ?tlme- and research ' and "the
..was Jin. a most magnanimous
that, afternoon he had bis chance. He
heard a controversy between the two humor when he went to the desk pf
as. they "sat In their steamer chairs.
thg cleTk who hadent in the inquiry.
y
and did not look
"What have you done with them?" The .clerk
'' '
asked the cousin. ''
up, .thinking his caller was one- of- the
,.
But his little friend would not tell. colonel's assistants.
The colonel, a little nonplussed1 but"
"Walt' till we get to :New York," she
said, "you haven't any right to them. still good humored, proceeded to de.
Grandmother was In her dotage when tail the information which he i had
she left them to you. They belong to gathered as the result ot his own ef'
forts. When he had finished, the clerk,
me, Helen.
Granger saw the young girl's eyes still Intent upon his own work, curtly
deck and light up as they said :
sweep-thrested on him. Then' she flung her de-- ! ' "Just write that out- for me, will
, ,fiance at her cousin. "I would rather yOU?"
Right there the colonel's magnanifling , them Into the sea," she said,
"than to let you have them," ."
mity, urbanity and other graceful qualsmoke
over
to
strolled
the
Granger
pair. ities vanished in the flame and
.
; .' ,
"Will you walk with me," he asked of his explosive Wrath.
'
...
The clerk wrote It out himself. He
the glil.
now looks, up even when the office boy
"Yes," she said eagerly.
' '
"
;"Who Is this gentleman?" the cous- approaches him.
in asked icily.
;
"
'
"
A Precaution.
Granger took out his card. "That
will serve to introduce me," he said.
I think we had better try and have
"The Captain knows me and I think Harry transferred to some other deyou can find several other people on partment at the office."
board who will furnish all the cre"Why? He Is getting on finely."
;
dentials necessary."
"Maybe he is, but when I asked him
After that Helen and he were much the other day if ' the typewriter in
together. All . the youth in Granger ha division was light he answered
woke in response to the child In her. yes, just the kind of blonde that suit
; ". '
One morning Granger appeared be- ed his style."
... v .'; ;
fore her with a drawn look on hli
face. "I have lost your pearls," . h
Useful.
7
said.
Briggs Have your daughters ac'
;
She gasped. ."How?"
complished much In music? Griggs
. "I do not know. Probably they were
Yes. thelr playing has rid ua of two
",
stolen. But who?"
verv undesirable neighbors'.1''

IV she told

--
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An Unfinished

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
York, Oct V 2. Unexpectedly
large off ertngs pf stocks checked a

riso which' made considerable progress early today. Continuation of
the gold export movement, wnlch be
gaqt- last.' Week,' was of unfavorable
sentimental effect. : War .news from
abroad was unheeded and the Harrl-ina- n
stodks were jnot affected by th
strike on those? roads. I The pressure agaJnsthe markelj-wanot relieved in the' second hour and prices
sagged steadily. United States Steel,
St Paul,' Reading, Southern Pacific,
Amalgamated Copper and iatemlson
sold
f4o i below last week's close
and other, active issues smaller fracoff In the
tions. The
September exports of Copper had an
unfavorable 'influence on the copper
-
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FORCE

OF

OF REPUB- -

t

LICAN ORGANIZATION

i,

Herbert W. Clark, secretary of the
republican state central committee,
will leave this evening for Santa Fe,
where he will take charge of " the
work In republican bealquarters. Venceslao Jaramillo, the new chairman
of the central committee, and other
members of the executive committee.
who are' to be eight in number and
chosen from the' eight judicial ' districts of the new state, will also be
In ' headquarters much of the time.
It is the intention of the committee
to begin the campaign at once. There
will be no let up "unti election day
when the republican ticket will bo
elected by a' big majority '
The state central committee con
sists of the following members:
Bernalillo, Frank A. Hubbell, W. 8,

The automobile parade' which waj
to have been a feature of the entertainment of the' republican convention, will take place during the coming county fair, i The elaborate lights
and decorations, which were ordered
for the. event of last Friday night
will be Jisei hi he parade during the
fair and the Eiinie plans will be carried out on that occasion as were
mndS
the convention committee.

'D C..' Quell, ot : La Cueva, after
spending several days in Las Vegas,
: 1.1!
left y?FterJa- - afternoon for a trip
Hi 171
to
New York city, and other points
The .list moved within the narrow...
est limits "during the noon hour with ,in tlie east. L
tTfcei kt iibouti. the low 'level. The
close was steady! Quotations recovA man can't kick if hlsmontiment
!
'.
is
a put vs'- - Job. '
ering jofi Saturday's folosing.
J

ji.ju
"

-

-

'

t 'rv,,

Strickler..

'

-

Las Vejjas October

S-6--

Z

"

GOOD PREMIUMS

-

Chaves, E. A. Cahoon, I O. Fullen.
J. R. Stretcher, E. C.
Colfax,

?.

Crampton.
Curry, A. J. Metheny, Roy P.
mis.
. Dona

Lots of Furi; Profit and
Pleasure for All V

Loo- -

'

Oscar

Ana,. H. O. Bowman,

Lohman.
Eddy,

'

;

FAIR

LAS VEGAS AGRICULTURAL

,

i

d

AT

COMMITTEE

Song

S.: Groves,- Frank

M.

-

'

T

Frank P.

Grant, W. D .Newcomb,
'

Booth.

"

New-kirk- .

.

-

.

''

ry.

Clement

J. Aragon,
Lincoln,
'
V
.' ;
HIghtower.
Luna, C. J .Kelly, W. H. Williams.
J.
McKlnley, Gregory : Page, H.
J.

Join the Crowd.

Everyone is Coming.

'

'
Coddington. '
Mora,. Tito Melendez, J.' D. Medina.
Otero, W. T. Tipton, Charles . P.
'
'
Downs.
C.
R.
Barnes, W. F. BuchanQuay,
an.
.'
Rio Arriba, W. G. Sargent, Alex'

Lls Vegans Fridaty

'

ander Read.
Roosevelt, W. E. Lindsey, T. J. Mo
linarl.
Sandoval,' E A. Mi ra, Alejandro
Sandoval.
San Juan, Frank Staplin, W. A
S.

Clark, Secun,

B.

Catron, Celsa

'

'

t

'

Ten Nights in a Bar Room

-

San Miguel, John
dino Romero.
Santa Fe, Thomas

Oct. 6

Eiler's Bi Scenic Production

-

Gauff.

Fare on Railroad

11-- 5

P. Hen

C.

Guadalupe, George Sena,

Under Canvas

.'.

Lopez.

Sierra, Max L. Kahler, William P.
Keil.
Socorro, Jose E. Torres, Carl Stack
'
'
bouse, Jr.
Taos, Malaqulas Martinez, Antonio
'
C. Pacheco.
Torrance, Pederico Chaves, H. G.
Souders. ' .
Union, O, T. Toombs, N. F. Galle'

30 People 30

:i

.

''

"

Cars

Two Special

'

-

'

-

pos.

'':'

Superb Concert Band and Orchestra

"

Luna, Carlos
Valenlca, Solomon
' " ::
'
Baca, ' ''
An executive committee of eight
will be chosen, one member from each
judicial district the selection to be
made by each judicial district convention. The wish was expressed that
o
executive com
ea'ch2member
mittee. 'make: his headquarters at the
state headquarters in Santai Fo during
thd campaign. .' Vi ?
"The executive committee will meet
Tuesday at Santa Fe for organlzation,Thus far 'four Of the eight - me'mberSi
aiov.I
have Ijeeri' nfimed. They are Charfes
A.'
Edward
H.
Springer,
'
Mann5" and "Nathan- JSB a.

''

Papier Mache Snakes, Dragons, etc.

Remember the Date

ol-th-

--

,

(fiX

! Jt ma;y be termed a
.r

DCODOsition

B.'-Hblt,

J

c-

A piece ot flan-

The best plaster.
nel "dampened with Chamcrberlain's
liniment and. bpundon over the affected: parts rsupefier Tc a plaster
and costs only one tenth ".as ;mucb:
i v
For sale byvftll druggists.
'

ScieilCe

-

--

means

mcludfl,ia

Selling

Of.v
.

jj eirilia

ia

"
scieHCe-TTna-

,

9ir i,i

the greatest :nnmher
To. reach this

the southwest use the
c-

-

r

,

pL presenting the

of prospective baterS-- i

class in

I't.-.lst

,

i... ..,.

Tk rn x

was-bus-

.

-

WANT COLUMNS
'

a mail's
is due to bis

in .'dollars
ia sense;''

deficiency

''

e

-

-

"New

0, 0. P. EXECUTIVE

.
Much favorable
comment was
elicited from the representatives ' of
the state press who attended the
convention last week on
account of the excellent service tendered them by the Mountain States
Telephone company. Through, the efforts of Manager D. W. Lee of the
company's Las Vegas exchange all
calls from this end of the line were
cared for promptly. The entire system, from Roswell and El Paso to
t,he portb. as far as Denver, was
working; 'in .excellent shape

,

.

1

NEW GOODS IN ALL DEPARTMENTS
Do You Know Mr. Bacharach and His Good

SUITS

SHOES

COATS

UNDERWEAR

HATS

BEDDING

SWEATERS

DRY GOODS

.

.

'

In fact we carry everything that ought to be handled by a first class up to date
V
r
'
'
.
General Merchandise Store
,
.
?

.

.Opposite

Casta-e- Ja

Holel

fiACHARACH'S

':

I

IV 1 "

r

'

,,
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MONDA,

FIVE

...

not, Charles Tamme. B. fV McGuire,
M. Douglas, C. ,C. Robbins, W. C.l
C
New
Dresses
Ilaydon, Manuel Martinez, Dan Stern,
j
The
best Serge :
made of
N. Fontaine, A. A. "Jones, W. A. Glv--ens, E. V. long, J. L. Trujillo, J. L.
in
and Messaline
Zlmmermnt
M. Cellers, P. Olsen, W.
Jameg L. Hill waa Las Vegas yej:
all leading shades , ; I terday
from hig homo In GalluJ.
G. Ogle, John Kohn, Pat McElroy,
' Ed. McWenie has returned to" Liu
fs
Chris Wiegand, W. J. Lucas, J. K.
M isses and
The man who does the
Lad ies
Vregas
from, a short business trip to
C.
J.
'Johnsen;
Martin;
pre"
weighing, the measuring
Children's " Coats and Watrous.
,
cinct No. ' 6, Alberto
Serrano,
the man who knows how
'
Bond
'V
transactions contracted to
Eugenlo Sena, Susano ' Ortiz, Adeand why the man on
moderate proportions 'and prices DEMOCRATS OF THIS COUNTY laide Gonzales,
Padilla.
Martin
whom everything depends.
'
i
'
were flrmi
SEND 66 DELEGATES
TO
Plain and Changeable
Gerardo Flores; precinct No. 48, AnOur responsibility is never
"'
Ben Strickfadden went to Colfax
'; tonio
8TATE CONVENTION
lost sight of for a moment
Gonzales; precinct No. 17, Jose
,
In all .,
Messaline Satins
i
'
yesterday on a business trip of sev!
"
F. Martinez.
in prescription filling. Every
''.
colors .
eral days., i
;
f At - a
our
prescription leaving
10
session
that lasted from
O. A. Larrasolo left
yesterday aft- o'clock in the
store is faultless from any
Yard-wid- e
morning until midnight
ernoon
on
a
short
to
business
Belding's
KELLY CO
trip
JEWELER and OPTICIAN
standpoint that you may
Saturday the democrats of San Mi- GROSS,
;.
Santa ,Fe,' '
take. You may feel safe
Guaranteed
conin
'
assembled
guel
county
county
"
W. R. Rush, who recently .opened
j ? .i
and sure if we fill your
' Ready-to-wea- r,
at "Wagon Mound, arrived vention, selected. 66 .delegates to the OFFERHJlNDSOilEPRIZE
tannery
prescription.
first state democratic convention j In
this afternoon on a business trip.'
(
William Koogler left yesterday for Santa Fe which will hold Its opening
a
two days hunting trip in ihe session tomorrow.. j The convention WILL GIVE .GOLD .WATCH .FOR
Gome anil see tne. new things
was called to order by Manuel C. 'de
BEST LOAF OF BREAD BAKED f
WINTERS DRUG GO.
canyons 20 miles south of Las Vega's.'
ofBaca,
which
' W.
after
. FROM EMPRESS FLOUR.
the
whether you wish ;to it :
temporary
J. Kelly, who has been in Las
commitficers
were
and
elected
the
v
Phone Main 3
V
Vegas n a' visit with friends,' returnbuy or not
A handsome gold watch and pin
'
' - v.
ed this afternoon to his home in New tees on resolutions, permanent organ,
n
iaztion,. credentials and rules were se will be given1 to the woman whoi
York.'
j
V.
.'
The1 convention elected j as makes the best loaf of bread for
lected.
: TAILOR FOR MEN ;M..W. Mills, a well known lawyer
: '
and stockman, of Springer, is in Las chairman, E. (I de Baca, vice presi exhibition at the fair of Empress
f
f
v .
A
Antonio .Pa- - flour. This was the announcement
h- -i
" ,
'
,
;;t'Vegas, from his home, on a short bus- - dents, E. V., Lone and
cheeo.
Zimmerman . acted as made this 'morning by a representaJ
lhess trip.
Phone Main 104
te
Everything Made at Home. . Stylish and
- .
;
tive of dross Kelly and company, the
Mrs. T. J. Scott returned, yester- temporary secretary.
The committee on credentials was distributors of this flour. The prize
COrfUCrOR and BUILDER
day afternoon from an extended visit,
.Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
with7 friends and relatives in Man- composed off, Charles Tamme, Eqgo-hi- Is offered by the Larabee Flour comEstimates Furnished on All Kinds of
of
Kan.
The
watch
Mauro
Hutchinson,
pany
;'
Martinez,
'
Sena,
Raymundo
O.
chester,'
Building job Work a Specialty.
;
Many a man could iide h!a light
'
Mrs, , John' Stein and son arrived Viglj and .Jose D. VigIL The .commit has been sent from New York, and is
WILL DOLL BUILDING
603 LINCOLN
"Phone Main .138. t Opposite Optic under a thimble. ..
v
,
from- - Albuquerque Saturday night to tee on resolutions, W., O. Haydoii, E on the road to Las' Vegas. ' It is of
Is
and
said to be a little beauty.
waa in Las., Ve- O. de Baca, Daii Stern, Manuel lar- gold
join Mr.i Stein-wh'
con, and Filadelfo Baca; , permanent Great interest is being taken in the
gas during the convention
'j
After spending six weeks visiting organization.' Gerardo Floree, W, Q. woman's ' department of the county
friends in' northern Indiana Miss Myr- Ogle, , Clemen te Padllla, Isldoro Ta fair and It will' ha rna of thn flneat
PRICES- sections In the exhibition. ' All exhitle Hoffman returned yesterday after- foya and CIpriano Lujan; . rules,
noon to her home' in Las Vegas. ? r
...''Mo per 10t Ita.
lbs. r More, Each Pellvsry
Truder, E. E, jVeeder, Juan C. bits for this department' should be
V. H. Walte, one: of the mail car- Maestas, Antonio Solano, and , Manuel sent to the armoiy tomorrow and
ifiOO lbs. to 2,000 lbs. Each Dsllvery
28o pr 100 lb.
SOI lbs. to 100 Ibs Each Dsllvery
riers of Las Vegas, left yesterday Manzanares. r , After . electing these Wednesday' afternoon between 2 and
Uo per 10t-lb- .
. . . . . . 40o per 100 I be.
for fopeka, Kan.- He will be gone committees the convention, adjourned 5 o'clock. The division allotted to the
60 lbs. to 200 lbs. Each Delivery . .
IadI6s'
rear
of
is
at
the
department
o'clocH
2,
afternoon.
60o per 100 lbs.
in
absence.
60
his
Each
leave
of
until
the
Lom
annual
Than
lbs.
during
Delivery
,
'
Mrs. Rebecca Flint will leave WedAt the afternoon session the report ihe hall near the stage and one of
P-nesday for Los Angeles, Cal., where of the committee on permanent, orga- the most desirable booths in the
A
NY
RtA CsO M
'
'
t 'w
she will make an etxended visit on sanitation was read and accepted. room.
Vi.
This recommended Abelfno Gonzalis
h,er daughter, Mrs. E. R. Collins.
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
'
'
ourt opened this morning at Ra,Mrs. , A. E. ; Vanderwork, after as chairman; W..A. Glvens and E. V.
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
i
ton with Judge Clarence J. Roberts
.:
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
spending three weeks In Las Vegas Long as vice presidents; Nelson
'
The panel for the
visiting friends, left this . afternoon
fas secretary and C. L. Hprnrn-de- on the bench.
for her home in Welsh," Okla. j
as assistant secretary. The in- grand Jury wag called and the sumMrs. B. H, Smith, formerly of Las lertreters of the convention wero E. moning of the petit Jury was postpone
iiLM, '.W
JI1IJI.I1LIL 1 'I I'i JJMJi'tllMJHJ
M V. .'. 1HMMMW1.F.M. JJ JJf "Jfiitf "yi'i1 I'.
ed until a week from today, at which
Vegas, but now of Mulvane, Kan., Is C de Baca, Antonio Lucero, anC
the guest of her mother, Mrs. Baker-Scot- t
Sena. After the installation of time it Is expected that the work in
at her home on Grand avenue. the permanent officers the reports of the court room will begin in earneet.
'
Miss Ruth Williams, of Belen, for- the committee' on credentials ( and Owing to the expeditious methods em(Incoporatod) .
merly of Las Vegas, is a guest at rules were accepted by the convention. ployed by Judge Roberts the cases of
of
cleared
Mills,
her uncle, Byron
the home
The report of the committee on; reso long standing have, all been
'
and will spend the winter in Las lutions was deferred until the even up and it is probable that the session
;
Vegas.
session at which 'time it wai ac- will be of ahort duration. Two and
ing
and Daalor In
Penitentiary Warden Cleofes Ro- cepted. The convention pledged It liosslbly three murder cases ; will
to
mero and Mrs. Romero returned
WOOL.
self to the support of no particular come before the court this term hut
their, home n; Santa Fe after being candidate, the vote-othe delegates aside from that there is but little
visitors in Las Vegas during the conbeing left to their own discretion. Op business on hand, W. E. Gortner,
"
vention.
VEIIlCLES-L't- loS
,
BAIN WAGONS-RAC- INE
a motion presented to the convention court stenographer, left Las Vegas
! Assistant i Land
CommissttmeT Ma-- j
be
on
hand
to
afternoon
was decided to send, a delegation yesterday
it
teo Lujan, accompanied by his son,' of 66 to
the state convention,1 fwith at the opening of the session this
"Ed Lujan, has returned to Santa Fe.
'
r ,
of a vote each. Ia 'case morning.
f; '
:
:'
SEVEN
, .
They werer in Las Vegas during I the this is ruled out by, the state central
convention.
r ku East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N.;M., Tucumcari, N. M,
committee these 66 delegates are to
Nasal Catarrh
quickly yields to treat-mfesVsaHaDW
Territorial ; Good Roads Engineer
' "Corona, N.
Rowe.iN. M.v Pecos, K. M., ,
the ' agreeable,' aromatic Ely's
select 22 .men, to represent San Mi-- by
k
from
in
ca
W. R. Smith.'
yesterday;
Bidlift.
renm
is
It
received'
the
Colorado Trinidad.
.convention.! The
h;";J''"!M--!'through
the
county
guel
at,
nostrils and clitoiisi nud heals the.whole
Tucumcari where he has been for
a
recess
7:30
until
moved
convention
snrfuce over which it diffuses itaelf., Drug,
the iast week superintending! road
'3
!
C i
o'clock..
the 5(V. size. . Test it and you
..
gist
i
construction.'
iv:t v'
At..- the , evening, session, the delei are suro,t9 po:iliuu the treatmunt till reV
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Estray Advertisement
Etf Advertisement
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Estray Advertisement
Notice ta hereby given to whom It
Notice is hereby given to whom it
LvrM County., ss.
Notice is he
HE LOBBY
AND
given to whom it
rn.i.'c J. Cheney makes oath that
may concern that the following de u.ay concern t',ai the following da-i- t may concern that the following described astray animal waa taken up by he !s fpnior partner of the firm of
SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
r1, bed
scribed estray animal was taken up by
estray animal waa taken up by Luiz Pkdilla, Villanueva, N. M.
F. j. Cheney & Co., doing business
BEST- - GOODS OBTAINABLE
HE
ALWAYS HANDLED
Geam Moreno, Lag Cruces, N. M.
'
G. G. Wofford. Cloudcroft, N. M.
One red mare, 9 or 10 in t:ie City of Toledo, County and
One gray horse, 7 or 8
said
firm
Stato
and
One cow and calf, about years old, 400
aCoiVsaid,
that
lbs, about S feet.
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
r-- r2
S years old, 700 lbs., L ..at. 4 fef- ayears old, 750 lbs.
Branded
T
DOLLARS for each and every case
Branded
Branded
On left hip
j of Catarrh that cannot be cured by SOCIETY AND" BUSlNE
On left riba
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this the use of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Branded
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Said animal being unknown to Uua
Sworn to before me and subscribed
before Oct 14, 1911, said date being 10
On left hip
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. P. A
el come to
ths
Board, nnleea claimed by owner on or
alwuyi
this 6th day of De
days after last appearance of this ad- in my presence,
comM. Regular
before Oct. 21, 1911, said date being 10
v.
A.
1886.
nachem
D.
A.
O.
',
.Siva.
L
Wood,
cember,
Ear marks
vertisement said estray will be sold
A. W. GLEASON.
daya after last appearance of this ad
DuvU'. Flint chief of records
munication first and
aaS
by this Board for the benefit of the
(Seal)
Notary Public.
One yearling steer, 300 lbs, 3 feel, owner when found.
vertisement, said estray will be aold
in each
third
Thursday
collector
of
Catarrh
wampum.
Hall's
Cure
is
taken
inter
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Branded
by this Board for the benefit of the
month, VlaiUng brothnally, and acts directly on the blood
Albuquerque, N. M.
owner when found.
On left ribs
mucous
and
surfaces
ers cordially Invited. S. Ff O. ELKS ilfceta second aai
of
the system.
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
1st pub. Sept 23, last pub. Oct 4, 1911.
Send for testimonials free.
SANITARY BOARD.
CATTLE
Branded
W. KL; Chas. H.
H.
William
Stapp,
TISEMENTS
fourth Tiutday eveuing of oacb
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
On left hip
Albuquerque, N. M.
Secretary.
Sporlodor,
Fiv ctnts par Una each Ineertlon.
Eatray Advertisement
all Druggists, 75c.
Sold
monr: n o. R. C hall
by
Vlaitina
Said animal being unknown to this
Notice U hereby riven to whom It
Eatlmata six ordinary word
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
to a 1st pub. Sept 30, last pub. Oct. 11, '11.
U
EroU.ni
a
h.i
u
deinvitod.
2.
on
concern
the
or
owner
NO.
cordially
claimed
that
may
following
Foard, unless
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY,
by
Una. No ad to occupy lesa apace than
pation.
scribed estray animal vu taken np by
W
H.
D
Oct.
Advertisement
1911,
before
said
21,
datebeing'10
Kxalied
Hunker,
TEMPLAR
Ruler;
Estray
KNIGHTS
two ilnea. All advertisement chargNotice is
A vain woman would rather hear
given to whom It days after last appearance of this ad- J. S. Hately, Silver City, N. M.
conclave second Tuea-V- ,
Condon, Secretary
ed will bo booked at apaco actually may concernhereby
one crown mare with colt
that the following de- vertisement said estray will he sold i
Ma- her
than
her
vir
at
complexion
praised
month
sack
in
t, without regard to number of scribed estray animal waa taken up by
day
850
about 15 years,
lbs.
tues.
ill W. o:u iluni Tu
sonlo Tempi at 7:t0 p. m. C D F. O.
word. Caah In advance preferred. P. J. Martinez, Pledra Lumbre, Bibo, by this Board for tike benefit of the
Branded
found.
owner
when
Re
N. M.
S.
Chas.
Tamme,
?a..-mus
Boucher,
n
C;
day
"ovb. &i Fr
'
On left hip
' One
James C. Dahlman, "Cowboy" Mayor corder.
CATTLE SANITART BOARD,
red mare, 8 years
terna.
Uroin&rnouu
Visum
Branded
i.u.i.
of Omana, "Throws the Lariat"
Albuquerque, N. M.
old, 600 lbs., 5 or 6 feet
On
C. Dahlman started his
left
Jaw
Jas.
brother
cordiml
Mayor
t'.f atlePil
1st pub. Sept 30, last pub. Oct. 11, '11. Said animal
Branded
CHAPTER NO. 3,
VEGAS
being unknown to this career as a cowboy, and Is at present LAS
B. f. McUuire. iTemaein ,
C.
On left hip'
loard, unless claimed hv owner on or mayor of Omaha, and has the follow
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
Advertisement
record:
Sheriff
Dawes
10
of
Co.
Ward,
Estray
before Oct 14, 1911, said date being
Secretary.
ing
Said animal being unknown to thin
convocation first Monday
Notice is hereby given to whom It days after last appearance of this ad Neb., three terms; mayor of Chadron,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Maat
month
each
in
two
terms; democratic national combefore Oct. 21, 1911, said date being 10 may concern tnat. tne rouowmg ae-- vertisement said estray will be sold
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, .;OcjC4Ci.
sonic Tempi, at 7: SO p.
hv this Board for the benefit of the mitteeman, eight years;
mayor of
y
NO. 804 .'.loflts second aod tuurta
daya after last appearance of this ad- scrlbed estray animal was taken
H
Omaha, six years, and in 1910 candl
m. J. A. Rutlsdge,
owner when found
vertisement, said estray will be sold J. L. Lassater, Albuquerque, N. M.
l'iuiii-i- ?
Thursaay ic O. tl. C
for
date
of
Nebraska.
governor
Writ
CA1TLE
SANITARY
H.
BOARD.
8porlsder.
P.; Chas.
by this Board for the benefit of the
roan
lo
to
One
sorrel
and
mare,
memoor
2.
Co.,
are
Main
he
ror.
bulldinj;.
Visum?
Foley
ing
Chicago,
M.
Number,
N.
Optic's
owner when found.
Albuquerque,
"I have taken Foley Kidney sac rotary.
v V Tipton, U.
1st. pub. Sept. 23, last pub. Oct. 4, 1911. says:
ears, 650 lbs.l 12 hands.
dlally Invited.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Pills and they have, given me a great
E. P. Mackei, P. 8.
Branded
Albuquerque. N. M
deal of relief so, I cheerfully recom RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
1st. pub. Sept. 30, last pub. Oct 11, "11.
On left hip
Estray Advertisement
mend them." Yours truly.
Said animal being unknown to this
Notice Is hereby given to whom It (Signed)
'8. Meets first and third Fri- I. O. O. F LAS VEGAS LODGE Ni.
JAMES C. DAHLMAN,
ANTED Woman to do housework
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Estray Advertisement
1.
Meet every Monday evening at
Board, unless claimed by owner on or may concern that the following
days In Masonic Tempi. Mrs.
Notice ia hereby given to whom It before Oct. 21, 1911, said date
mid some cooking, in email family
10
was taken up by Co.
animal
being
their
estray
hall on Sixth streei. All ituT
deMatron.
M.
the
concern
that
following
Agnes
Tripp, Worthy
may
Apply 1103 Eighth street
brethren cordially invited to atmg
scribed estray animal waa taken up by daya after laet appearance of this ad J. & Hately. Silver City, N. M.
B.
man
a
Patron;
Bowen,
Tell
the
'Thomas
Worthy
average
joke and he
One sorrel horse, 2 years
tend. Carl Cerl Werts, N. G.; A.
Jessie Bond, Corona, N. M.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
will say "that reminds me." Then he'll
Mrs. Minerva A. How oil. Secretary.
WANTED
Pay or board at start,
One sorrel mare mule, by this Board for the benefit of the old, 650 lbs.
T. Rogers. V. G.; T. M. Elwooou
get busy and you will have to listen,
ieam trade, automobiles, electricity, about 4 years old, about IS hands owner when found.
Fhon Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
On left shoulder
Secretary; W. E; Critcs, treasurer
and it serves you right. ,
CV. Hedgcock,
ylumblng, bricklaying
Branded .
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
by actual high.
cemeiery trust.
work on Jobs. Only few months re
Said anlma being unknown to this
1,
LODGE
Branded
DORADO
EL
NO)
Albuquerque, N. M.
.A
Medicine
That Gives Confidence
quired and no apprentice drudgery;
1st. pub. Sept. 30, last pub. Oct 11, '11 Board, unless claimed by owner on pr Is
On left shoulder
OF PYTHIAS Meets MODERN WOODMEN 0? AMERICA
KNIGHTS
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound.
200 students last year.
10
Catalogue
Oct.
said
1911,
before
date
14,
being
Mrs. T. J. Adams, No. 522 Kansas
Meet ii '.e forest- - rf brotherly
Sold animal being unknown to this
every Monday eve
free. United Trade School, Los Board, unless claimed
days after last appearance of this ad Ave., Columbus, Kas., writes: "For a
love
by owner on vr
at the Fraternal Brotherhood
ning in Castle hall.
Estray Advertisement
number of years, my children have
Angeles, California.
before Oct. 21, 1911, said date being 10
on the second ar? fourth Frihall,
Notice la hereby given to whom it vertlsement' said eatray will be sold been subject to coughs and colds.
Visiting Knights are
daya after last appearance of this ad nay concern that the following
by this Board for the benefit of th used
of
each month at 8 p. m. C. Clayj
day
Com
Tar
and
Foley's Honey
vertlsement, said estray will be sold
invited.
cordially
estray animal was taken up by owner when found.
pound and found that It cured their
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Visitby this Board for the benefit of the F. M. Jones, Santa Fe, N. M.
.
Liebsck-aierChas. B.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
coughs and colds, so I kept it in the
neighbors are especially welcome
FOR SALE 700 head of sheep, Ra- - owner when found.
One white yearling filly.
Chancellor ing
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N, M. house all the time." Refuse substi
and
cordially invited.
fael Gallegoa.
Cross
Branded
Commander. Harry
i.st. pub. Sept 23, last pub. Oct. 4,1911 tutes. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Albuquerque, N. M.
'
.1
Drug Co.
1st. pub. Sept 30, last pub. Oct. 11, '11.
On left shoulder
Martin, Keeper of
FOR SALE Soft coal or wood heat
Records and Seal.
Said animal being unknown to this
DENTISTS.
Aavertisemert
Estray
As
older
have
can
people get
they
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
ing stove. Phone Main 130.
la hereby riven to whom it
Notice
Estray Advertisement
a
10
time
without
fuss
a
Oct.
date
said
14,
good
before
1911,
being
making
Notice ia hereby given to whom It
mav concern that the following de
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all de--' may concern that the following de dar nfter last appearance of this ad scribed estray animal was takn up by about it.
FRATERNAL
NO.
BROTHERHOOD,
DENTIST
scribed estray animal waa taken up by vertlsement said estray will be sold Juan Lucero y Villanueva, Villanueva
102 Meets every Monday night at
scriptlons. Notary aeala and rec J .L. Lassater, Albuquerque, N. M.
by this Board for the benefit of the N. ,M.
Suite
4, Crockett Building. Haa phone
vs. a Hopeless
Pills
Foley's
Kidney
In
the Schmidt building,
their hall
ords at The Optic office.
One "bay mare,, one year owner when found.
Case
One red mare, 4 to 5 years
at office and residence.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
west of Fountain Square, at eight
Hon.
Ark.
E.
J.
old.
Freeman
says:
feet.
old, 350 lbs., 4
Alhuquorquo, N. M.
cormembers
o'clock.
are
FOR SALE Cheap, 100 young chick
a
had
case
severe
Visiting
of
trouble
kidney
Branded
1st. pub. Sept 23, last pub. Oct. 4,1911
Branded
aDd could not work and my case
dially welcome. E. E. Gearing, presiens, 3 and 4 months old, also Philo
ATTORNEYS
On left hip
On left hip
One
seemed
hopeless.
large bottle of
dent; Mrs. Emma D. Burks, SecreCall Phone Main 280, or
coops.
me
and
Said animal being unknown to this
Kidney Remedy cured
Estray Advertisement
Said animal being unknown to this Foley's
J23 Eighth street
tary; C. Pally, Treasurer.
Geo. H. Hunker
I have never been bothered since.
Cheater A. Hunker
Notice la hereby given to whom It Board, unless claimed
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
on or
owner
by
deG.
it."
O.
recommend
Schaef
always
before Oct 21, 1911, said date being 10 may concern that the following
A
Oct.
HUNKLR
before
14, 1911, said Hate being 10
HUNKER
er and Red Cross Drug Co.
v "
estray animal waa taken up by
. E.
ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
daya after last appearance oJ this ad scribed
days after last appearance of this ad
Attorneye at Law
M.
N.
Romon
Las
Somoro,
Vegas,
vertisement, said estray will be Bold
said estray will be sold
I. O. of B. B. Meet
vertlsement
first
Tues
Laa
New
Mexico
Vegas
ovary
One dark horse.
Every rose has its thorn, but not
by this Board for the benefit of the
by this Board for the benefit of the
OR-RENT
a new modern fire room owner
day of the month In the vestry
when found.
Branded
every thorn has its rose.
owner when found.
'
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
brick cottage. Inquire 902 Third St.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
On left hip
MASSAGE
o'clock
p. m. Visiting brothers are
'
Albuquerque, N. M.
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
Take Your Common Colds Seriously
1st.
'11
Oct.
30,
last
11,
pub.
1st.
pub.
Sept.
mark
23,
Ear
last
Oct.
Iaaac
pub.
invited.
FOR RENT Cheap for the winter,
Appel,
4,1911
cordially
pub.
Sept
Common colds, severe and frequent
MRS. OLL1B SHEARER
President; Charles Greenclay, Secthe Hoban-Harve- y
lay the foundation of chronic diseas
place on the
Said animal being unknown to this
ed
Masseuse and Midwife
conditions
nose
of
and
the
throat
Advertisement
retary.
Estray
boulevard. Cutler Bros.
Estray Advertisement
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
and may develop into bronchitis
Residence Phone
Notice is hereby riven to whom it before Oct 14, 1911, said date being 10
Main 30
Notice is hereby given to whom
For
pneumonia, and consumption.
may concern that the following de- days after last appearance of this ad- may concern that the
Parlor Phone
Massage
Vegas 7
de
FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms scribed
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' CHAPTETH I. The itory opens In a
putt of ths Confederate army at a critical
ol the Civil War. Qen. Lh
ft
impart to Captain 'Warn a ancrit
teenage to Lonsstreet. upon tha delivery
Accora-Jnl- d
M which depend freat Issues.
by Sergeant Crala-- , an old army
cout. Ways starts out
bla dangerous
mission.

tw

CHAPTER
he
messengers
rnaka a w&d rld, dodging- - squads
of soldiers, almas Um their bearhga and finally are wliMa the line of the enemy, having Pnet.''d the cordon of pickets
n.-T-

CHAPTER ITX Encountering a smell
of aoldlera In the darkness.
party
taken for a federal officer whoWayne
la
came
an appointment, la accepted as
keep
turn representative, and a
young lady on

tiorseback la given In hla charge.
CHAPTER IT. The female
t the two southern scouts Is acompanion
northern
girl, who, when she becomee aware of
heir army affiliations, slashes Wayne with
tier riding whip and attempts to escape
fcut fails.
of tha horses flv
Wayne orders
to
trough with the dlSDaloheVTV. IaZZZ
H.9
My
of
Lady
the
North
- ..n. r a rooky
'sjorge.
CHAP
"he
Confederate offleer
'
and the
thread Vie mases of
the wor
covers
lonely tut,
nd ent
he dark a huge mas-- e
tiff att
girl shoots the brute
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"How long would It take us to reach
there?"
" 'Bout two days, I reckon."
I turned and looked at my men la
some perplexity. They were scattered
along the edge of the road, and only
one group had taken the precaution to
build a fire. The sergeant lay flat
upon his back on a grassy knoll.
"Ebers," I said sternly.
He arose ponderous, and came forward with a decidedly halting gait.
"Vos I sent for?" he asked.
"Yes," I said; "I want you to hare
the men get their supper at once, as we
shall be obliged to ride a good portion
of the night. Get the men to their
supper. We shall go on in an hour."
How often since have I smiled at
the expression upon his solemn round
face as he turned ruefully away I
CHAPTER

XXVII.

One

r-

An Embarrassing Situation.

It was well into the third day when

we came down Into the fertile valley
of the Cowskln. It had proven an uneventful ride thus far, for we had met
with no adventures and had observed
little worthy of consideration from a
ton is i
military
standpoint.
CHAPTER VTL The owner of
While constantly observant of those
one Jed Bungay, appears and he the
and hie
wife give the captain a welcome. Sud- points regarding which I had been disdenly a party of horsemen are obsertwC
one overmastering
my
patched,
coming down the road
thought during all those hours was the
CHAPTER VnL Thev are led bv a
tnan claiming to be Red Lowrle, who possibility of again meeting with Edith
orders Mrs. Bungay to give them food, Brennan and proving of some assistand her husband to act as
a
The ance to her. Her greeting of me in
woman discovers the man toguide.
be a dis- Intruder
the
attacks
and the Federal hospital had been so
Impostor,
Siieed Is a
general melee.
sweetly gracious, so marked with tenCHAPTER IX. The disguised leader der sympathy, while the memory of
proves to be Major Brennan, a Federal her words, and even more of the look
officer whom the Unlonglrl recognizes.
He orders the arrest of Wayne as a, spy. which accompanied them, had so reThe girl protests and says she will appeal mained with me In encouragement
to General Sheridan.
that I longed to encounter her again.
CHAPTER X. Wayne held prisoner In God knows what I hoped for, for' I
?.h copse, sees flies of Confederates pass knew well it must all Inevitably end
road at a distance and knows that
in despair, yet like the moth I must
Craig has delivered the message.
CHAPTER XI. The captive Is brought continue to singe my wings until the
before General Sheridan who refuses to flame devoured me. Now, however, as
t him free unless be reveals the secret we actually drew near to where I supposed she might be, I felt my earlier
CHAPTER
me. Nor was
"Wayne Is led
to understand that the woman he admires courage fast deserting
I furnished with even the slightest
Is Edith Brennan, wife of the Federal
who hates him. Hs Is given tha excuse for pressing on;' my orders did
choice of revealing the Lee message or not
positively compel me to proceed.
of being shot as a spy.
and nothing appeared along the way
CHAPTER Xm Wayne Is rescued to lead me to
suppose that harm of
from bis
by Jed Bungay. One of
them mustprison
get a quick report through the any kind threatened that peaceful vallines to General Lee and Jed starts on
ley. Everything meeting my eyes evi
the mission.
denced that here, at least, was with
CHAPTER XrV
the garb of
horrors had not come.
an absent officer of Finding
the Union artillery, Its attendant
Wayne penetrates to the ballroom, where Totally" without the beaten track of
a social army function is In progress, those great armies which had battled
and pretends to be CoL Curran of Ohio.
so fiercely for the Shenandoah, it had
CHAPTER XV.-T- he
disguised scout Is been traversed only by a few scouting
Introduced to a Miss Miner. Bhe knows
the Curran family and Wayne barely es- and foraging parties, and so short had
capes being unmasked. Edith Brennan been their stay that even the rail
appears on the scene.
fences remained undisturbed to guard
' CHAPTER XVI. Mrs. Brennan
recog- - the fields, and nowhere did I note outWayne. She having been led to
8 lies that
he had been sent away, learns ward signs of devastation. It was Virof the treachery of MaJ. Brennan and ginia as I recalled it in those old days
,
says she will save him.
of peace and plenty, before civil strife
CHAPTER X VTL Mrs. Brennan sehad sown the land with dead.
and
Inner
lines
cures a pass through the
What possible excuse, then, had I
goes part way with Wayne when they
are suddenly confronted by Brennan.
for going there? In my own heart I
CHAPTER XVHL Brennan attempts knew I had none, or one so poor and
to shoot Wayne, but the latter throws his selfish I scarcely durst whisper it even
amy to tha ground senseless.
to myself; yet I rode steadily on. Imown weakness, or drawn
CHAPTER XIX. Bidding 57 alona ff pelled by my
irresistibly by fate whichever the
the North adieu. Wayne starts
for liberty. Encountering -- real cause I know not I. would at
a wild dash
uniform, he
Mr. ,n r-ut.- n'.
aals him to accompany mitt.
least look upon those walls that had
XX. His companion tarns once sheltered her, would learn if possible if she was yet there. Then
well, in the bondage of, my passion I
& Quufsisraia .muxhoped for what might happen, as
CHAPTER XXI.-CapvTwyne and
lover does.
the faithful Jed reach the Xee camp In every
It must have been two o'clock; we
sent away to accompany
safety and are to
General Early. ,
reinforcements
had baited our horses, I remember, an
hour previous; and the Sergeant had
CHAPTER XXIX. Wayne and hla
are seat to save the- - Confederate
his noonday siesta beneath
army in the battle of Shenandoah. Here enjoyed
a solid wall of blue overwhelms them and the shade of a great bush bearing purthe regiment Is lost.
ple blossoms. The road we had been
CHAPTER XXm. Wayne Is wounded, traveling since early morning wound
and taken to the field hospital, where he in and out among great trees, and
Is visited by Edith Brennan, who Is kind
crossed and recrossed the little stream
and gracious.
called the Cowskln until I almost
CHAPTER XXIV. The wounded Conthought we had lost our way. We met
federates have a hard night ride as they with no one in
all the long day's ridare returned to camp, Wayne among
ing, not even a stray negro, and indeed it was some hours since we had
passed a house of any kind. Leaving
(CkmtJstwd l.HRa Yterday)
the brook behind us we toiled slowly
' Humors of this state of affairs to up a long hill, and at the top Bungay,
beside me, pointed to the westthe north 'and west of our defending riding
ward.
lines had already reached me indeed,
"Cap," he said, "thar is ther Minor
the verification had formed part of my
place."
yet
Instructions; but'Bungay's homely
The very sight of it in the distance
graphic description made the situation was a thrill a great white house
appear terribly, real, and my thought placed well back from the road and
went Instantly forth to those I knew almost
bidden from sight by fine,
who might even then be exposed to"
trees an
big- large
this great and unexpected danger,
looked to be, built
roomed
it
house
f The very conception of Edith Brenafter the colonial Type, a wide veranda
nan in such hands as these was agony.
three sides, with fluted columns
I felt I could never rest until assured upon
to support the overhanging roof.
of her safety, and since my order
"Hain't no signs es fer es I kin see
granted me full authority to prolong of any trouble havin' 'curred thar,"
my Journey, I might ascertain whether Jed said slowly, his shrewd gray eyes
or not she yet remained within the
roaming over the peaceful scene.
valley. .
ter hum tew, fer ther
"Somebody
set"Jed," I asked, my mind finally
is a smokin'."
chlmley
tled, "do you know the old Minor planOf course, now I was there, tne only
tation?"
sensible thing for me to do would
"01' Jedge Minor's place? Sure; it's
have been to ride openly to the front
up on ther south branch of ther
door, and thus learn all I desired. But
what man who loves, who is continual"Have those fellows got .down that
ly
swayed by hopes and fears, by
far yet?"
and weakness, ever does the
strength
1
"Wal, I reckon not, but flurn if
sensible thing? I had certainly in'
know fer sure, can."
tended doing so at the start, but now
XIL-Cap- tain

be-e-

' aha

ttftw
taln

regl-(ne-

nt

Cow-ekin-

."

w
tne
my nerve isinn zzz.
wife of another. I could not confess
I had ventured to come to her in love,
nor could I look into those clear, honest, questioning eyes and lie.
"Halt!" I ordered. "Sergeant!"
"I am here. Captain."
"Take your men down into that hollow yonder, and remain there until I
return. Better post a sentry on the
hill here."
"It vlU be done, Captain."
"I shall not, probably, be absent
more than an hour, so don't permit the
men to stray,"
"Dot Is it, Captain. I vill be mlt
dem all over."
I rode down alone into the thick
woods at the foot of the hill, and dismounting, tied my horse to a sapling.
Then on foot I struck across the
fields, my intention being to come In
by the way of the negro quarters at
the rear, in hope of meeting soma one
from whom I might inquire relative
to the great house and its Inmates.
It waa a slight upward trend of
land I had to traverse, and although
the house was a most sightly object
and stood upon the very summit of the
elevation, yet so. surrounded'' was it
with trees, both fruit and ornamental,
I was enabled to make but little of Its
situation until I approached the outbuildings. I met with, no one, nor
could I perceive any negroes about
the slave quarters. Yet the place did
not bear the appearance of desertion.
There were horses In the stable, a cat
was curled up on one of the cabin
door steps, and smoke continued to
pour la a dull yellow cloud from the
kitchen chimney. Altogether there
was much In the situation to puszle
ever, and I no longer regretted that I
bad exercised some caution In my approach.
The orchard, with the remaras of a
garden, lay between the house and the
stable, protected by a low fence of
whitened pickets. So far as I could
observe. It contained no occupant, and
I pushed open the gate and started
which led
down a narrow cinder-patbetween two rows of low bushes. To
right of me was an extensive grape-arbor- ,
completely covered with vines
the fresh green leaves forming a delightful contrast to the deep blue sky
beyond. As I came opposite an opening leading into this arbor I suddenly
caught the flutter of drapery and
stopped instantly, my heart throbbing
It was quite
like a frightened gir-l'dark beneath the vine shadow, and I
could make, out no more than that a
woman stood there, her back toward
me, busied at some task.
Possibly
she felt my presence, for all at once
she glanced around, and upon per
celving me gave vent to a quick exclamation of terror.
"Pardon me," I said hastily, and removing my hat, "but you have nothing
to fear."
There was a moment's hesitancy on
her part, and I knew I was being scrutinized by1 a pair of bright eyes.
"Surely," said a familiar voice, "I
cannot be mistaken you are Captain
Wayne."
Before I could even answer she
stepped forth from her partial concealment and advanced toward me
with cordially extended hands. It waa
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Cella Minor.
"Well, of all men!" she cried

gay-l- y,

her dark eyes smiling a most kindly welcome. "And Edith and I were
speaking about you only yesterday.
That is, I was, for really I do not recall now that Edith made any remark
apropos of the subject. You have no
idea, Car-taiWayne, what a hero I
have made you out to be. It would
make you positively vain if I should
confess; why, Arthur has actually become so Jealous that he has almost
forbidden me even to mention your
name in his presence. So when I
want to talk about you I am compelled
to go to Edith. She hasn't power to
stop me, you know, but I'm sure I
must bore her awfully. And then to
think that when you stood there just

now, and I saw your gray uniform, I

actually thought the guerillas had
come. My heart beats so now I can
hardly talk. But how pale and haggard you look is it that horrible
wound which troubles you still?"
"I have been discharged from the
hospital only a short time," I answered, as she paused to take breath.
"Indeed, this is my first military service for several months, yet I am feeling quite strong again. Mrs. Brennan,
then, is still with you?"
"Oh, yes; we have been here all
winter long It has been so dull, for
really nothing has happened, and the
valley is quite devoid of inhabitants
even the negroes have gone hunting
freedom. But Major Brennan and Arthur are to be here this afternoon,
and sometime tonight we are all of
us going away together."
Eager as I was to meet Brennan, I
bad no desire that we should meet in
the presence of his wife. Better, far
better, would it be for me to leave at
once and without even seeing her.
"You say you are about to depart?"
I asked, determined to leain all possible regarding their plans. "Do you
go Orti?"
''Yes, to Baltimore and Washington.
The guerillas are becoming so deflper-at- e
in this neighborhood that we are
actually afraid to remain here longer.
They attacked the Cuyler plantation,
only ten miles from here, two weeks
ago, killed old Mr. Cuyler, turned his
wife out partially dressed in the middle of the night, looted the house of
everything it- contained of value,' and
then Bet it on fire. You see we have
no men folks here, except two negroes, who have clung to us because
they were so aged they were afraid
to leave just .mamma,- - Edith, my old
nurse, and myself. It seems so lonely,
and Major Brennan and Arthur both
insist it is no longer safe. So they
are coming with a cavalry escort tz
.

-
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take us all Norm. 1
sure we shall
f
com care if she dotsi; s&e
hav a snlendid l!m
"You have experienced no trouble, have waited and learned the
.
then, thus larr
"Oh, none at all we have not even
been bothered by scouting parties. Oh,
I do not mean you; you are no bother.
But yesterday there waa a horrible
man here; be came to the kitchen
door, and asked all sorts of impudent
questions. Mrs. Bungay actually had
to threaten him with a gun before he
would leave."
"Is Maria Bungay here, then?"
"Why certainly; do you know her?
Isn't she a delightful old dear Just
as good as a man."
"Her husband is with my party."
"Jed really? Why, do you know,
Maria has got it Into her head that
he had run away from her, I should
so love to witness their meeting; it
would be most interesting. But you
must come into the house, Captain
Wayne; Edith will be overjoyed to see
you again, although you know she is
never demonstrative, as I am. It must
be awfully nice to be always cool and
calm, don't you think?"
Determined that I would not be
tempted, I yet hesitated, and my vivacious companion too everything
for granted at once.
"Oh, before we go in, won't you do
me a favor?" she asked. "But of
course you will. I was trying to tie
this grapevine Into place when you
surprised me, but I could not hold on
with one hand and tie with the other.
See what I mean?" And placing one
slender foot upon a slat of the trellis
she lifted herself up until she could
barely reach the refractory branch.
"Now," she said, smiling down upon
me, "please Just hold me here for a
moment until I secure this end."
My hand was scarcely upon her In
support when the slender slat snapped

h
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This la Captain
Way e."
beneath her weight. As she fell I
caught hep with both arms. For a
moment she lay, panting and startled
on my breast; then, as with a little
laugh she disengaged herself from my
embrace, we stood there hand in hand
and face to face with Edith Brennan.
Shall I ever forget the look within
her eyes? How plainly I saw it, although she stood half hidden beneath
the shadow of the vines. Amazement,
incredulity, scorn were expressed
there, yet even as I marked them all
became merged into proud unconsciousness. She would have turned
away without a word, but my companion stopped her.
"Edith," she cried eagerly, "do you
aot see? This is Captain Wayne."
She turned toward me anjl slightly
Inclined her head.
"I recognized Captain Wayne," was
her calm answer, "and regret greatly
having intruded upon him. It was entirely unintentional, and I have no
desire to remain."
I could not have spoken at that moment to save my life. It fairly stunned
me to realize the construction she so
plainly placed upon the scene just
enacted. Not so 'the girl at my side.
Her cheeks flushed with indignation,
ind her audacity gave her speech
which made matters even worse than
oefore.
"You are exceedingly free with your

criticisms, Edith," she exclaimed
sharply, as the latter turned her back
upon us. "Perhaps it would be as well
(or you first to ascertain the truth "
''You wholly mistake," was the calm
reply. "I have not presumed to criti
cise. Why should I? It is not a matter which interests me in the least.
t presume you have no further objection to my returning to the bouse?"
She did not so muph as deign to
look again at either of us, but as she
moved slowly out of sight Miss Minor
turned and looked into my face with
uestioning eyes. What she may
have read there I know not, but she
sank, back upon a bench and burst
Into a merry peal of laughter.
"Isn't it perfectly ridiculous!" she
cried, as soon as she was able to
speak. "Only I do hope she won't tell
Arthur."

' -

truth

first. Wasn't her face a study? Aud
how shall I ever explain to Arthur so
that he will understand? I'm sure I
have got XI worst of it. Oh, Captain
Wayne, is i..y hair all ruffled up? I
know I look like a fright You must
come in now, and we will explain to
Mrs.' Brennan the whole matter. She
cannot help believing us both, while
I know she would be so cold and
proud to me alone."
I shook my head decisively. Perhaps it was better ended ao; at least
I possessed no courage Just them to
face her Indignation. She might but
deem we had concocted our explanation, and would very likely receive it
with all the scorn she felt It deserved.
Besides, it was clear there was nothing I could do to aid them. - I should
be now merely an unwelcome Intruder. An escort was to be there shortly to onvoy them northward, and for
me to be found in their company by
Brennan would only inflame him and
add greatly to the embarrassment of
his wife's position. Much as I might
long for immediate vindication In her
sight, the plain duty of true love was
to depart at once, and permit time to
straighten out the tangle.
"You must pardon me," I hastened
to say, standing hat in hand before
her, "but it would not be best for
me to intrude upon Mrs. Brennan after her late reception. I merely halted here in order to assure myself of
your presence and safety. My men
ore even now waiting for me a few
hundred yards away."
"But I wish you to meet Arthur."
"Oh, I think not, Miss Minor. I feel
warm friendship for Lieutenant Caton,
but we wear different uniforms, serve
under different flags, and a meeting
here, both with armed forces behind
us, would naturally have to be a hostile ore. However the Lieutenant and
I might consent to a temporary truce,
his superior officer, Major Brennan,
would not likely prove of the same
?

mind."
"Tlien you reaiTy must go?1
"Cr.lecs you tiiecially desire to

"Do You Not See?

7

Have
Your'

Wedding Stationery

wit-r.i-

a cavalry skirmish in rour front
i!ccryard, I certainly consider it best,"
and! I held out my hand. "Surely we
part as friends, and I may hope that
you will Intercede in my behalf with
Mrs. Brennan?"
She roee up impulsively.
"How ridiculous; how supremely rl
iliculous!
Why, of course I will,
itouKh I don't suppose Edith really
cere: very much, but she believed it
wou!d te highly proper to be shocked.
I don't think she likes you so very
we'l anyway, Captain Wayne, for she
never will talk about you.'
With thc?e cheering words ringing
in my ears, and feeling thoroughly de
feated in- - every cherished hope,
strode savagely down the long hill and
mounted my horse. How roughly for
tune had suffeted iue, to be sure, and
how extremely small the inspiration
left. Well, leihaps I deserved It for
ever permitting myself to love one
whom I knew to be the wife of an
upon
other. Doubtless she
this slight pretext to be rid of me,
and was already rejoicing over Its
easy accomplishment.
In my agitation I forgot entirely the
at ttie
presence of Maria Bungay
house, and ordering 'my men into tail
die prepared for departure without
giving a thought to the little fellow
and his domestic troubles. I chose
the road leading toward the north
west, for although I had not asked the
question I conceived it highly probable
that Brennan and, hla party would ride
from the Federal calvary quarters at
Colter's Church, and I had no desire
to meet them. They were upon ah
errand of mercy of far greater importance than my revenge.
As we swung along through the
heavily timbered land fringing our
oad, Bungay pressed his mule into a
trot and finally succeeded In ranging
up at my side. Even in my disturbed
mental condition I was amused at his
unique style of riding, although I
would not wound blm by laughing.
"I say, Cap," he said, Jerking the
words out to the mule's hard trot, and
grasping his saddle pommel desperately, "I sorter reckon as how therTl
be some fun back thar afore long 'less
all signs fall."
"Why?" I stared at him, now thoroughly aroused to the thought thathe had Important news to communihad-seize-

"Wal," he explained alowly, "whin
ye wint off, I sorter tuk a notion ter
look 'bout a bit. . Used, ter be an ol'
stompin' ground o' mine. So Dutchy
an' me dumb thet big hill back o'
whar we halted, and' by gum, down
thar in ther gully on t' other side
thar's a durned big camp o' fellers."
I reined up short, and with uplifted
hand signalled the men behind to
halt.
"Why didn't you tell me this before?" I questioned sternly. "How
many were there? and what did they
look like?"
He scratched the back of his head
CHAPTER XXVIII.
carethoughtfully, and answered with
deliberation. "Durn it, I didn't
ful
We Capture a Courier.
till after yd started, an I
Jlne
The girl's light burst of laughter reckonye as how it took me air o tew
roused me thoroughly to a sense of, mile ter git this yere blame muel up
our situation.
ter whar I cud talk. Thar's quite a
"You seem to derive much amuse- smart
bunch, but they had some pickment from a condition of affairs al- ets out, an' I cudn't git close "nougb.
most Intolerable to me," I said bitter- ter tell rackly. Dutchy thought thar
ly. "I have always valued most high'y wus nigh onter two hundred o' 'em,
the friendship of Mrs. Brennan, but but I Jist don't know. They wiisn't
this unfortunate occurrence will doubt- dressed like sojers 0' eitner army, an
less end it."
I reckon they're out o' the hills."
She glanced up at me, her long
lashes wet, but her dark eyes spark(To be Continued) '
ling with mischief.
"Oh, she won't care so far as you
are concerned," she exclaimed indif
ferently. "But I suppose she wi"
The crop of fools isn't governed by
think I am perfectly horrid. Well. 1 the law of supply and demand.
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CALIFORNIA LABOR.
A telegram was received
today
Cal., Oct.' 2. Bakers- Bakersfleld.
from Clovis where the firemen ; of
was today the mecca for repre
New Mexico have been holding their Seld
of organized labor througu- sentatives
annual convention and carnival to
on the occasion of the
the effect that Pat McElroy of Las out California
twelfth annual con
of
the
opening
"

General Banking Business transacted.;
Interest paid on Time .Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

i.

I

Our Pride Flour

Vegas has been
president
of the Firemen's association of New
Mexico. Mr. McElroy, who is a delegate to the Democratic convention
from San Miguel county, went from
Clovis to Santa Fe this afternoon,
and ' William Wood, who was secretary ; of the association during the
last year, returned to. Las Vegas. ,.,

vention of the State Federation of
Labor. Discussion of the McNamam
defense and other subjects of Interest
to labor' will keep the delegates
busy until the end of the week.;
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regarding the nature
of the accident . which caused the
death of then ieces of Mrs. Jefferson
Raynolds was received In Las Vegas
yesterday. In a teiesram from' Mrs;
Raynolds; who lert , tor California
Thursday, it was stated that the women were going, to, the railroad
station at, the time of the accident,
when they were struck I by a fast
electric train. The womgn, 1 Mrs.
Lewis J. Gaudet and her sister, Mrs.
Anna Roberts' are the ' daugaters ot
Mrs.' Owen Bare, sister of Mrs, Jefferson Raynolds.' ; Mrs.' Gaudet,' nee
Adele. Bare, ,is known, here, as she
come to Las Vegas with her motho
and Another sister,, ;Exlith, . a number of years :ago' on atvlsi- - to the
Eaynofds. Hhe .other sister, ''Mrs.
Roberts,' has never been InLas Ve- gas. Mrs.; Bare,, me motner wno is
a widow, has been an Invalid for a
number of years and ,the result .of
the' shock ls to be. feared. Mrs, Roberts. was- - 40 years, of age, instead ci
25, as stated In the San 'Francisco
papers. 'and Mrs. "Gaudet was' 30. Mrs.
Raynolds reached Alameda after the
funeral services and cremation of
th bodieB. Of, the accident the San
'
".'.'
Francisco, Chronicle , sa'ys:.J ..
Mrs. Anna Roberts of 1328 Broadway, ; Alameda, was almost instantly
killed tonight and her sister, Mrs.
Lewis J. Gaudet of Colma, fatally
injured when the two women, confused by the two tracks and the brilliant (headlight, walked directly in
front, of the 7:32 o'clock Alameda
electric local train, speeding at a
high rate of speed on Enclnal avenue,
near Park street
Both women were hurled many
feet, striking againBt the hard pavement Mrs. Roberts' skull was fractured and she died while being taken
Mrs.
to the Alameda sanatorium.
Gaudet received a fractured skull
three broken ribs, a broken leg and
She Is not x4
Internal injuries.
pected to live through the night
It is expected that a third death
will result from the tragedy, as Mra
ES. Vernon, mother of the two women,
is critically 111 at her home. As yet
she has not been told of the accident
as ,it is feared the shock will prove
fatal.
;
' How the accident
happened is not
known exactly, as there were no wit
nessea present. It Is supposed the
women, who were walking down the
tracks, did not hear the approaching
train until It was too late to get out
of the ,way. Mrs. Gaudet was fruitfully mangled by the cowcatcher,
while Mrs. Roberts was struck head
first i and her skull caved in. Tho
motorman put on the emergency
'
brakes, hut the distance was too
short. "'
Mrs. Roberts was aged about 25
years, while Mr, Gaudet is abour.
34. ,, No blame for the tragedy Is attached to the j train crew.
i
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but we can put you onto
the right way to sell goods,
by
ELECTRIC ADVERTISING
Let us furnish you an
Electric sign. Just call us up
and mention Electric Signs
and we will make you a
I. proposition that will look
good to you.,
,,
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Las Vegas Light S, Power Co.
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Colder Weather

rieans More
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Bedding:
We have a complete line of Comforts and
Blankets at Prices That Will Suit You

Remember
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mre "0Qkat" guaranteed Cotton Mattresses are
"
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sold io Las Vegas than any other,
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In Vegetables
Cauliflower, egg plant, summer squash, pearl onions, greet onions,
,'. dry onions, horse radish root, ripe and green tomatoeB, red and
; fcreen
clill, mangoes, quinces, Virginia sweet potatoes, cabbage, let- luce, etc. A full line of groceries, meats, Kansas City' and native,
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"Bull" Durham Stake for 2:12 Pacers

"Bull" rJurham Day; Friday Oct. 13. This
was given by the Blackwell Durham Tobacco Co. .

stake
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Exciting Horse Races

Fun by the;Ton3
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Special rates on all railroads.
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Isaac Barth, Pres. j
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THE PEOELE'S. ANNUAE 'HOLIDAY.
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pears, Santa Fe freestone peaches, German prunes, plums, Concord
Mission and Tokay grapes, Valencia oranges and other fruits.
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MRS. LEWIS J. GAODET AND MRS.
ANNA ROBERTS WELL KNOWN
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RAYNOLDS'

NIECES KILLED
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CilS.

After, spending a month visiting
her sister, Mrs. J. H. Clary, la El

'
I
t
'
Miss Louise Cunningham reTry . dram of Old. Taylor bourbon Paso,
turned to Las Vegas this afternoon'.
,
t; the Opera .Bar.
t
i n : . '
Work tin tie new bridge1 across the
With you soon Eller's "Ten Nights
Pecos on the Las V ejas-Lo- s
.Arroyo
in a Bar Room' under canvas next
'Alamos
road Is progressing . cely.
-- i
.v.-.- :
t
;m
Friday.
The
concrete;
work, s nearly comi
r
and
the .false work for the
Wait fo Eiler's big scenic and me- pleted
structure has been thrown across the
chanical production , of '"Ten Nights
arroyo. ' It is expected the structure
In a Bar Roomnext Friday.!
,
.;
!wlll be completed in a short time.
'' 1
;(
:: I i; rWork on1 the Hot Springs nrldge 1s
All iexhibits for the ? woman's fle- ,
also progressing rapidly. '
Dartment at thef ariMiftiirn.T fair Vnnat
'
:
.
i
'.
be (in Tuesday; or( 'Wednesday 'j after- - :
"Tommy'' Lamb, the official mas
cot and photographer of the Greater
v- r- ;
.
The ,Las Vegas Hospital hoard Las Vegas band, has taken some fine
will :hold Its regular monthly meet- 'pictures of, the organization and will
ing tomorrow' afternoon rat '2:30 make handsome postals.,. The., pictures were taken In front of the
t
o'clock at the hospital.
hotel during the convention
Jose Cruz was arrested Saturday and are fine specimens of photograafternoon by Officer Kelly on the phy; Already; "Tommy" has disposed
of "the pictures, m
of - drunkenness.
charge
When of a: number
I J ' 1 i
;.) '.
:r,1
.1
.j
!'
brought before; the court he pleaded
.1 :ni
,
!., s ......
guilty and was released upon Darin
j J
'
Territorial Engineer C, p. . Miller
.
t)ie costs.- '
came, closer tOj being; arretted t"18
All ladies having exhibits for the morning than ever before in his life.
woman's department at the agricul- He was sitting In front of the Y, M.
tural fair are requested to send them C "A.- - waiting for a wagon m which
to the armory, Tuesday or Wednes- he was. to 'go io the country, when
day afternoon between Z and 5 o' Officer Ed "Ward ordered him to move
ori. Miller refused to leave his seat
.
:
:
clock.
on; the curb and Ward threatened to
The Fraternal Brotherhood will arrest him. However,- upon finding
hold its regular meeting this even- out Miller's identity, Ward allowed
ing in its lodge rooms on Fountain him to keep his seat and wait for
s
Square. Several candidates will be his conveyance.
initiated and it Is expected a large
number of the members of the lodge
REV. ANDERSON RETURNED.
will be present
Rev. E- - C. Anderson returned from
There is great demand for Colonel Albuquerque this afternoon where he
Ralph E. Twitchell's new book has beett attending the Methodist
Leading Facts of New Mexico His conference. He has been reappointed
tory." During the republican conven- as1 pastor of the Las Vegasi church,
tion the delegates and visiters left which news will be welcomed by all
orders for 62 copies of the woik. the members of his church and the
Colonel Twitchell says - the sale of people of Las iVegas in general.
the book Is exceeding his greatest es- !
pectatlons.
jCH0CTAW8 DISBAND TRIBE.
The fight on last Thursday night
Tuskahoma , Okla., Oct. 2. A spebetween Perry Lewis and Louis New- cial session of the Chickasaw and
man of Las Vegas for the lightweight Choctaw codncil assembled here 'to
championship of the Rocky mountains day to make recommendation as to
which was held at Trinidad, was de the disposition of tribal property and
clared a draw. The sport of the to wind up the affairs of the trlle
evening was opened by tricks by the The disposition of ihe segregated
trained rog of Spider Kelly, followed land presents a complicated problem,
by a fast match between Benny owing to the valuable mineral de
i
Chavez and Rufus DeLeon which was posits.'
also a draw.
,
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These rams ate specially bred for range purposes and by one
of the best breeders in the United States. We have had them at
our ranch since the 1st of July. They are in fine shape for service
this "fall. Would' be pleased to'meet parties at any of the trains
stopping at our station, Shoemaker, and show them the rams. - ii
For further particulars address,
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